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What I Did on My Holidays
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10-year guarantee
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From the President

A View to the Future
This quarter has been a series of contrasting

Group and the staff have had their hands

events since 2010 are in excess of 1000.

experiences. Immediately following June

full to the point where some of the

RIAS Consultancy generates an average of

Council we had the very successful RIAS

Incorporation’s normal day to day business

£55k-£65k per annum, rising to over £100k in

Awards Dinner at Murrayfield Stadium with

has suffered. The review has resulted

both 2015 and 2016. More than a dozen new

around 330 attending. The evening was

in significant changes being proposed,

initiatives, including the re-introduction of

hosted by John Beattie whose blend of rugby

additional and new protocols for both

this magazine, have added to the breadth and

stories and BBC journalistic experiences

members of Council and the staff have been

influence of the Incorporation. Our public

contributed to an excellent event. The

drafted.

profile has been boosted and our political
liaison has been significantly improved.

standard of awards was high and a broad

The Group took the opportunity to

spectrum of practices received prizes. The

have the proposed governance procedures

We continue to be involved in Grenfell

RIAS Award winning projects now feature

reviewed by Gavin Fraser of Turcan Connell

related issues. These will no doubt be part

as the shortlist for the Doolan Award. The

Solicitors. Gavin is the acknowledged Scottish

of a long-term debate. Members continue to

RIAS/A&DS Student Awards was also an

Charities legal guru. I am pleased to say that

be strongly supported by Practice Services

excellent experience with the submissions

he gave the proposals a clean bill of health.

and our legal adviser when they have specific

being presented in person by the individual

Work remains to be done to finalise the suite

issues. An RIAS seminar on fire related design

students.

of documents and some staff issues arising

criteria is being set up at the time of writing,

from the Review need to be dealt with.

with industry leading figures presenting.

Early in July the RIAS was presented

On a personal note I had the pleasure of

with an award by the Architects’ Benevolent

Hopefully by December Council this will all

Society for being their most successful

be complete and the Incorporation can go

visiting Le Corbusier’s Notre-Dame du Haut

fundraiser last year. A specially designed plate

forward in confident mode. Together with

at Ronchamp. This was a trip I had intended

was presented at the Worshipful Company

the new Five Year Strategy, which is being

for ages and the building does not disappoint.

of Chartered Architects’ dinner in the RIBA’s

circulated in draft for Members’ comments,

The visit was followed up with a short trip

HQ. By prior agreement with the Master of

the future looks promising.

through Switzerland where we came across

the Worshipful Company we surprised the

A review of the Incorporation’s activities

the Swiss Museum of Modern Architecture

outgoing president of the RIBA, Jane Duncan,

over the last ten years shows a substantial

in Basel. This features the work of a number

with her RIAS Honorary Fellowship. She was

increase in income and trading activities.

of Swiss practices currently working outwith

taken completely by surprise but wore her

Our reserves have increased in spite of

Switzerland. It was good to see local practices

RIAS badge proudly at her last RIBA Council

significant sums (c. £600,000) being spent

being celebrated in this way.

the following day. RIBA Council was a long

on the fabric at 15 Rutland Square. Our

hot day with some interesting dynamics.

new awards, approved by Council in 2011,

As agreed by Council in June we have

have seen submissions rise from 31 in 2012

been pursuing the review of our internal

to 87 this year. Attendees at RIAS events

Governance. This has been virtually a full-

have risen steadily from 372 in 2007 to just

time commitment and both the Governance

short of 1000 in 2016. Attendees at one off

8
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From the Secretary

Planning Issues and Sheer Escapism
On the day of issuing the emailed ‘What

A wee update seems timely on what the

contributors to the form and attractiveness

Incorporation is doing on the issue of the

of Scotland’s places. Of course, our magazine

I did...’ invitation this year we received seven

poor performance of local authorities in

should also be a forum for members to share

notes of interest, each with intriguing stories

addressing their planning and building control

experiences.

to tell. Since then interest has continued

obligations. As you will be aware, we have

Since we started running the ‘What I

and we now, as on each previous issue, are

surveyed members to gather the necessary

Did on My Holidays’ feature in the Autumn

well over subscribed. Some of this year’s

data. We have liaised with Government which

Quarterly a few years ago, it has been

responses are included in this issue. Being

has put the most offending authorities ‘on

oversubscribed every year with willing

inclusive and welcoming we don’t turn folk

warning’. We have been in repeated direct

authors. Many Scottish architects undertake

away, so the December issue too will be

contact and met with key officers and their

charitable projects, educational endeavours

enlivened by tales of ‘What I did...’. Thus our

representative body. Both the RIAS Practice

or pursue personal challenges while ‘on

readership gets travel advice, the writers have

Committee and Council have the issue on

holiday’ which they are keen to share.

the opportunity to share their erudition and

every agenda and their detailed deliberations

‘What I Did on My Holidays’ was, of

their delight and the art of architecture is

have been followed by action after each

course, a standard primary school essay task

celebrated. All of those seem sound reasons

meeting.

at the start of the Autumn term. It may still

for continuing to ask the simple question, ‘So

We now have the benefit of having a

be. As a shared cultural inheritance the irony

what did you do on your holidays?’.

former senior local authority planner on

of this seemingly naive enquiry has not been

the RIAS staff team – which is proving very

lost on all the, now grown-ups, who have

helpful. Recent indicators suggest that all

over the years, responded to the challenge

of the RIAS’ and Government’s substantial

of sending in their words and images. Nor

endeavour in this regard has prompted

hopefully on the 10,000+ readers of our

some improvement. However, there is a

journal who have enjoyed the fruits of their

specific concern among the Incorporation’s

labours.

membership that, although the local

Unsurprisingly, architects on holiday tend

authorities are addressing issues around

still to be preoccupied with architecture.

process the quality of service is very poor

‘What I Did...’ has proven an excellent format

in some areas. We are continuing to apply

for introducing an international flavour to the

pressure on these issues and will do so until

Quarterly’s rich mix. Through photographs,

they are sorted.

sketches and watercolours our excellent

The Quarterly, as the Incorporation’s

authors have shared their responses to

journal, features the business, technical,

the work of fellow architects across the

political and governance issues which

globe. This, in turn may encourage others to

preoccupy the profession. It also emphasises

consider alternative approaches – or to go

the creative role of architects as key

and look for themselves.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell frias

70 years ago
Quarterly 70
November 1947

Following WWII, Parliament was quick to

those three terms the solution is presented.

introduce the Planning Acts of 1947 onto the

Town planning is too negative. Its

Statute Book. These powers were enormous

germination idea in Britain was the garden

and aimed at being positive pro-development

city. But that was not idea enough for the

as compared with negative powers of control.

occasion and failed. It increased expansion

According to Prof. WG Holford these powers

on the principle and had no solution to

had to be handled by “people with courage and

offer at the centre. Town planning based on

vision, and not by cranks….”

prohibition and two-dimension control is

The November 1947 issue of the Quarterly

lawyer’s planning, a dismal science based on

carried an impassioned ‘call to arms’ from

measuring what is already dead.

Maxwell Fry, who, concerned about “rapid

The situation calls for a new synthesis in

transit and overcrowding” proposes the

four dimensions, not two. As in architecture

solution in high building. He exhorts architects

the section is all important. We must use the

to take control of the machine (age) and make

third dimension, height at the centre in order

it work for us. He prefers to view the new

to free movement and bring back the soil

1947 Planning Act as a vehicle to stimulate

now buried under out-worn building. That

development rather than control it.

way lies beauty. The two storey house has its

By 1992 joint development between private

place only in relation to this.

support from the Scottish Development

New plans – New architecture by
Maxwell Fry B Arch FRIBA

towns. Beware of the prefab. Unit. It is not a

Agency was stimulating the regeneration of

The threatened separation of architecture

total answer to our needs, it is as inflexible as

Glasgow and Prospect no 46 featured the

from town planning would divert and waste

the old bylaw streets - an economist’s but not

benefits as illustrated by the Italian Centre.

our powers. Our pressing need is to solve the

a humanist’s answer. The prefabrication of

problem of how to build and to re-build our

building component parts produces flexibility

towns today.

to deal with all occasions and variations

sector and local authorities, with funding

Autumn 2016 issue of Quarterly no 27
featured Peter Smith RIAS favouring undesigned, unplanned settlements as a “joy to

This problem you must think of as how

Prefabrication is no shortcut to new

with modular planning as the vehicle of

the senses”. His holiday visit to “Lurbe Saint

to bring harmony to the industrialized way of

architectural implementation. If we do not

Christau” makes him reject “muscular high

life. How to humanize the dead-heat rhythm

seek an answer to this question the home

rise” and wish for life closer to the soil.

of the machine. The situation is urgent. The

will be treated as an industrial unit and the

machine moves faster than we. The system

machine will once more control us.

Through the seventy years the profession
has embraced and rejected Fry’s answers

permeates our public life today. It can destroy

and perhaps even has learnt to live with

us as it destroyed Hitler if we do not fight to

architecture in building and layout discovers

his questions about “rapid transit and

control it for human uses.

beauties of purity, richness and delight. These

overcrowding”.

The centres of all towns are

beauties, modern painters and sculptors -

overcrowded. They are interpenetrated

Picasso, Brancusi, Arp, Moore, etc. - have

by rapid transit for which there was no

already announced, but architecture can

preparation. But the old centres are worn

make them manifest if you will allow it to use

out and we have the solution in terms of

the machine for human ends.

high building. Lifts and framed building
are the machine contribution for us to use.
Think no more of the Georgian Street – The
Champs Elysees. Think of high buildings, free
pedestrian space – separated rapid transit. In

10
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25 years ago

1 year ago

Prospect 46
Spring 1992

RIAS Quarterly Issue 27
Autumn 2016

company with particular sympathy,

Autumn 2016

Issue 27

experience and expertise in the re-use of
historic buildings. The motivation of this
Glasgow based company is not entirely

the journal of the royal incorporation of architects in scotland

profit-orientated and as a consequence
their previous projects have resulted in the
restoration of two large listed buildings both
of which were of considerable architectural

Scottish Student Awards for Architecture
What I Did on My Holidays
Festival Grand Finale
RIAS Centenary Garden

and historic interest but lying derelict, due
to the unwillingness of either the public or
the private sector to make the necessary
investment.
On both projects the buildings’ owners
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of Classical House Ltd the projects became

>

were local authorities and on the initiative

developments with the local authorities
having a firm return of their investment of

The Italian Centre, Glasgow
A vital part of Glasgow’s regeneration over

derelict, dry rot ridden properties.
This pattern has been repeated in the

‘What I did on my holidays’ by Peter
Smith RIAS

recent years has been the surging confidence

Italian Centre with the City of Glasgow

… but the act of building is itself a revolution

of that area known as the Merchant City.

District Council investing property and

against nature; each chiselled stone an attempt

monies to ensure the viability of the project

to subsume the natural order to our own

been converted following on from the

and having a realistic guaranteed return on

end. In its own primitive way, the architecture

entrepreneurial spirit exhibited in the

their investment. Scottish Development

of Lurbe Saint Christau was once a minor

conversion of Albion Buildings to housing

Agency funding is also critical to the venture.

rebellion; people attempting to control and

Formerly derelict warehouses have

some years ago. Cafes and shops are

shape the earth to accommodate their version

moving into the area extending the quality

of modern life. Our 21st century cities have

retail focus of Glasgow further to the East.

learned and unlearned the same lessons.

Professional offices are being located to

They are useless in the modern sense but

service the increasing demands of the area.

these un-designed, unplanned settlements

The former Sheriff Court in the heart of the

are a joy to the senses. There is something in

city is now the focus of major fashion themed

the anarchic freedom from an architectural

development. The Princes Square project

language that echoes with a quiet and sincere

is now well-known as one of Glasgow’s

humanity. Whilst the high rise is deliberately

‘experiences’.

muscular, purposeful and abstract in

Catalytic to much of this resurgence has
been the City of Glasgow District Council,
suitably based in the magnificent City
Chambers on the east side of George Square.

biological terms, these homes are held close
to the earth and in turn bring us closer to it.
I suppose the joy I find here is in the
peculiar composition of whimsical and

The concept of the Italian Centre had

practical intervention. It is the place that is

been conceived, nurtured and promoted by

loved and the buildings make it possible to

Classical House Ltd., a two-man development

remain there indefinitely …

11
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above clockwise from top left
Apoteek; Bridge; Musicians; New Corner; Schroder House; Curve Canal
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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opposite
Canal, Utrecht
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Ian Stuart Campbell frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of Utrecht
Similar but different! Utrecht is close to, but

music venues suspended above and beside

dock to the canal-side houses, forming a

distinct from Amsterdam. As Netherland’s

the original, creating a transparent, angular,

double-height city harbour. These distinctive

fulcrum, Utrecht Centraal Station is a mighty

architectural confection.

‘wharf cellars’ were intended for goods and

rail hub, confusingly conjoined with Hoog

Vying urban sculptural forms excite but

loading, but are now favoured as sunny

Catharijne, one of the country’s largest indoor

also jostle and obscure each other while

terraces for studios, cafes and bars. The

retail complexes.

doing little to introduce the rail traveler to this

extra height below bridges, by comparison

beautiful canal city. Formed for trade on the

to Amsterdam, allows more varied vessels

undergoing vast regeneration and expansion

Rhine, Utrecht gained city rights in 1122 when

to use these canals and flattens street levels

and in their course, are swamping another

the Oudegracht, the oldest canal in Utrecht,

above for cyclists and pedestrians.

adjacent redevelopment, Musiekpaleis

was dug.

Both station and mall are currently

Vredenburg. Herman Hertzberger’s ambitious

In the second half of the 12th century,

Traditional Dutch architecture, with tall
narrow brick mansions and stepped gables,

2013 project extended the Symphonic

Utrecht’s inhabitants decided, due to

still prevails throughout the canal sector, but

Concert Hall and added four new large

changing water levels, to dig back from the

innovative gems spice up the old city and

13
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Dom Tower of Utrecht
opposite
Utrecht Music Hall
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Impressions of…

pleasantly break the aesthetic rhythm. The

1602, followed by an early Central Bank of

the outline of the nave is recorded in the

Art Nouveau style Apotheek De Liefde aan

Amsterdam in 1609.

paving.				

de Voorstraat, offers Dutch and Moorish

The early importance of Utrecht,

The Dom Tower is a prominent landmark

imagery, while Gerrit Rietveld’s 1924 Schroder

however, can be judged by the enormous

which contrasts with the immediate

House is the world’s best known example of

scale of St Martin’s Cathedral and its

surroundings by its scale, mass and height.

De Stijl architecture.

landmark, 367 foot high, Dom Tower.

Until now authorities have treated the Dom

Occupying the site of an earlier chapel (c.630

Tower as a maximum height for any new

rebellious provinces against Spanish rule,

a.d.) this Gothic church dates from 1254ad at

developments. Undoubtedly this helps visitor

instigating the Dutch Republic, which in

which time the Dom Tower was still attached

orientation… or at least it might do, if arrivals

turn lead to the Golden Age and the rise of

to the church via its central nave. 14th century

at Centraal Station can find a view of the sky.

Dutch innovation and importance world-

cost engineering lead to the omission of flying

wide. Influence moved towards Amsterdam.

buttresses for this central section and a storm

The world’s first multi-national corporation,

in 1674 caused the nave to collapse. The

The Dutch East India Company, along with

Cathedral and the tower are now separated

the first stock exchange were established in

by a public square, the Domplein, on which

The Union of Utrecht 1579 united seven

Ian Stuart Campbell FRIAS
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We pride ourselves on our unrivalled expertise and the quality of
service provided to our clients. We oﬀer a full project management
service for some of Scotland's biggest brands.

We continue to invest heavily on machinery to provide the best
products with fast turnaround at very competitive prices!
SIGNAGE, GRAPHICS, EXHIBITIONS, VEHICLE WRAPPING, PRINTED
WALLPAPERS, WINDOW MANIFESTATIONS, DOOR PLAQUES, BUILDING
WRAPS, PRINTED BANNERS, NEONS, LED’S & MUCH MORE ...

Check out our website to see some of our work or email info@specializedsigns.co.uk
with any enquiries or to arrange a meeting or site survey
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Girls at Work
It is no secret that in architecture, construction, engineering and

stand down those who dare question their abilities – all at eight years

other practical design disciplines, women continue to be vastly

old. Over in Baltimore, Maryland, Sarah Marriage started “A Workshop

underrepresented. While the reasons for this are complex, could one

Of Our Own”, a women’s only wood-working space, following her

solution be as simple as teaching girls how to use a power drill? Does

experience as a furniture maker. Her goal is to help more women feel

giving young girls the opportunity to make things using tools usually

confident enough to enter the industry.

reserved for men give them the confidence to pursue careers in these

“Girls Garage” in Berkeley, California was founded by Emily

male-dominated fields? This summer, with support from the Winston

Pilloton, who studied architecture and felt frustrated by the limitations

Churchill Fellowship, I visited America to find out. I spent time with

of a design education. Their motto? ‘Build More, Fear Less’. “Girls Build”

four ambitious projects who teach young girls how to build in order

in Portland, Oregon is the brainchild of Katie Hughes, a carpenter

to boost their self-confidence and broaden their long-term career

who wants to give young women the option of entering careers in

prospects.

construction as a fulfilling and stable career path for those who do not

The first project I visited was “Girls At Work” in Manchester, New
Hampshire, founded by Elaine Hamel. Elaine is focused on making her

enter higher education.
While I knew, I was going to see projects that taught girls as young

young students as strong and courageous as possible, equipping them

as eight how to use power tools, nothing prepared me for the reality

with the confidence to take ownership of their own decisions and

of seeing girls as young as eight actually wielding power tools. It was

18
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Features

opposite page
Girls At Work, Manchester
this page
Girls Build, Maryland; Girls Garage, Berkeley

amazing. While not every little girl steps up to the chop saw with the

more would be inspired to continue building as they grow up. Whether

same level of enthusiasm, after they’ve cut their own pieces of timber,

they discover they want to become a product designer or a plumber,

I can tell you any trace of uncertainty or fear has gone. The girls I met

an architect or a carpenter, a midwife or a scientist, all girls can benefit

might have been having fun, but they definitely were not playing, they

from the chance to discover what they are really made of – and all the

were creating – often for local community organisations. In fact, the

things that they can really make.

more philanthropic the output, the greater the enthusiasm of the little

While architecture might seem further removed from the sawdust

builders. Making something tangible for others who will benefit from

and single nails, for me, an understanding of construction, an ability to

it has a profound effect on these young women: the realisation that

make something from scratch and, most importantly, the confidence

building things can bring real-life benefits for everyone.

these young women gain from these projects, are the most crucial

I trained in architecture and I recognised very early on that a lack of
confidence was often the biggest barrier for the women I studied and

tools of all in a designer’s arsenal. Today a picnic bench, tomorrow a
Passivhaus.

worked alongside – and I definitely wasn’t immune myself. I want to
create a project like those I saw in America here in Scotland, because I
believe that if we gave more of our young women the opportunity to
make and build in a fun, supportive and safe environment, then many

Anna Raymond
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See us at the
Homebuilding & Renovating Show
at RHC Ingliston, Edinburgh
Oct 21-22
(Stand Number 321)
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Housing Scotland 2000-2020

Edited by Neil Baxter
1

The first in a series of four 2020 Visions publications
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Leisure and Sport) this is a unique gathering of superb homes from
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we get on
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throughout Scotland. The 100 houses and housing developments
which make up this volume demonstrate the contribution
architecture can make to improving people’s lives. All of these
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Conservatories Orangeries

Sun Lounges Garden Rooms

To find out more call us on
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0345 050 5440
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57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days, Monday to Friday 10am to 5pm,
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What I Did on My Holidays
Each year for the Autumn Quarterly we ask RIAS members the familiar back-to-school essay question,
“What did you do on your holidays?” The rich, varied and evocative reports published here demonstrate
that, even on vacation, the vocation of architecture remains in focus – for cameras and minds.
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What I Did on My Holidays

Lucca
The home of Puccini and the Lucca Summer

form of towers with green tufts of trees on

fully pedestrianised. Via Fillungo (with its

Music Festival, Lucca is a vibrant and beautiful

top, Torre Guinigi remains. A second medieval

Torre delle Ore, the only tower left from the

walled northern Italian city. Lucca dates to

set of walls and many churches were erected

Middle Ages) is the main shopping street. It’s

around the 3rd century BC, probably named

and a slightly later third wall expanded the

full of promenading locals as well as tourists,

after the Ligurian Celtic for “luck” meaning

city.

but it’s not overwhelmingly crowded. In the

“area of marshes”. It started to gather

The fourth set of walls were built

stunning Piazza Anfiteatro (over-built in the

momentum as a town around 200 AD, when

between 1545 and 1650, a time when Florence

1830’s) there’s usually a free table to sit and

the first set of quadrangular Roman walls and

and the Medici were gaining territory. These

enjoy an Aperol Spritz, the very popular

an elliptical shaped “anfiteatro” were built.

defensive ramparts are truly spectacular.

aperitif that looks like Irn Bru. Alternatively,

The Goths considered Lucca the capital of

They enclose the town in a 4km long, 9m

visit one of the wonderful churches with its

Tuscany.

high structure with a flower shaped plan.

renaissance art, such as the San Michele.

Encompassing a wide tree-lined walkway

Present day Lucca is a mix of ancient

of commerce, trading with Europe and the

they allow people to walk or cycle around

Italian ways and unhurried commerce. Cafes

East, becoming famous for its silk. The rich

while enjoying spectacular views.

sit beside churches, restaurants, cheese,

By the 13th century the town was a centre

merchants of Lucca built grand houses in the
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Within the walls, the streets are almost

chocolate and leather shops and Italian
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designer wear boutiques such as Falconieri

they hold a different, hour-long, Puccini

(without trunks) in the hotel’s pool. We met

and Gucci. Look out for original art nouveau

concert at 7pm every evening of the year.

the drummer and guitarist next day as they

shop frontages where chemists, antique

Costing 20 Euros, opera soloists perform to

searched for an ancient olive press in the

shops and opticians have traded for a

a house of highly appreciative but subdued

grounds.

century.

English-speaking tourists. Very different from

Many northern Italians have a Scottish
ancestor. Our holiday apartment owner’s
grandmother was part of the Coats family

This year we arrived to discover that

a typical Italian audience with the excessive

Robbie Williams was playing at the Festival

clapping, “bravos” and standing ovations.

that evening, and agreed it would be a

During June to September Lucca hosts

truly great show to see. At 6.30 pm there

from Paisley. His great grandfather was a

its outdoor music festival in the Piazza

were three seats left. After establishing that

friend of the flamboyant Puccini who hired

Napoleone, attracting huge names such as

Erasure were the support act and tickets cost

an entire hotel and every hooker in town to

Elton John, the Eagles and the Stones. A few

240 Euros we had a most enjoyable evening

celebrate an operatic success with his pals.

years ago, the Killers stayed overnight in the

at the Puccini concert.

Strangely, Puccini is celebrated less by his

5-star hotel (owned by another Scot) beside

fellow Italians than elsewhere. Beside the

the courtyard apartment where we were

Cathedral, in the church of San Giovanni

staying. After the gig they allegedly swam

Karen Cairns RIAS
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What I Did on My Holidays

St Petersburg and Moscow
It’s not Ibiza... Faced with the choice of

Louvre. The surprising engagement shown

church, other Russian Orthodox chapels, the

two weeks braced against thumping beats,

by my 14 year old son (usually a reliable

state department store GUM, once the soviet

relentless solar radiation and inebriated

tedium-meter) reassured me just how jaw-

ironmonger and food store, now a rather

teenagers with my daughter out clubbing

dropping it was. The cathedral was a mind-

depressing slick array of international fashion

every night, my 14 year old son and I left them

blowing exercise in decorative excess, with a

houses.

to their Ibizan idyll and addressed a long term

gleaming gold spire that felt ridiculously ill-

wish to visit Russia.

proportioned, although I would not have said

intimidating and symbolic Soviet towers,

that 100 years ago. Inside, amid the polished

dubbed the Seven Sisters. Influenced by

recommended the book Lenin on the

marble, gilt and chandeliers sit 35 silent white

many skyscrapers around the world, the

Train about Lenin’s 1917 trip from exile in

sarcophagi where the Romanov’s remains lie.

grandest, Moscow State University, reminded

Switzerland to Russia which kicked off the

Dust to dust.

us of ‘Wayne Mansion’.

The RIAS Legal Advisor, Peter Anderson

Russian Revolution. This turned out to

At the same time, the many memorials

The city tour included Joseph Stalin’s

However the most outstandingly

be profound – it was precisely 100 years

and plaques to Lenin remind you that the

memorable places were the Metro stations,

before our train journey into Russia. Our

city has convulsed from one form of political

both in Moscow and in St Petersburg. When

Allegro train from Helsinki, after a flight from

excess to another in its turbulent lifetime.

you get past the realisation that the huge

Edinburgh – was worlds apart from Lenin’s.

Its forbearance and suffering during the

wall panels on entry are in fact nuclear

incredible 900 day siege of the second World

blast doors, you descend deeply (76metres

power base of the Romanovs during

War is still apparent, not just in the siege

down in the case of Admiraltyskaya, in St

the Tzarist era, gateway to the Baltic and

museum but in a street plaque reminding

Petersburg- deepest metro anywhere) into

Scandinavia and on to Europe, split by the

pedestrians that ‘this side of the street is

a world where each station has a theme-

grand, navigable, Neva river and divided by

safer from shelling’.

a distinct character and a dedicated &

St Petersburg – old capital of Russia,

canals, has an 18th to 19th century street

The super-slick ‘Siemens’ train to Moscow

authentically delivered interior.

character. It proclaims in unabashed terms

knocked spots off any train I’ve taken in the

We could easily have spent weeks

the grandeur and ambition of the Romanovs’

UK. Realising that the station we arrived at

photographing these and still be shocked

aspirations.

was not some grand central station, but only

and impressed by new discoveries. Stalin’s

Nowhere is this vision more obvious

one of a ring of nine, grand central stations,

favourite, Revolutionskaya, has a collection

and jaw dropping than in two buildings – the

each linking to a corner of the empire, gave

of 37 life size bronze statues around the

Hermitage museum, and the St Peter and Paul

an impression of what we were entering.

concourse and from the classical grandeur of

Cathedral on the island fortress in the Neva

Our home was the ‘High Rise Hostel’ on

Kosmomolskaya to the stained glass beauty

river. The former was the Romanov’s winter

the 43rd floor of one of a dizzying group of

of Novoslobodskaya, every station has

palace. Every self-respecting 19th century

commercial skyscrapers in the south west of

surprises in store.

European royal family needs a winter palace

the city by the Moscow river- with panoramic

I guess. It took a whole day to navigate its

city views.

beautifully preserved and maintained salons
and halls, with artworks equalled only by the

Go visit. You won’t regret it.

The usual tourist visits followed: Red
Square, (surprisingly on a hill) St Basil’s

Donald Canavan FRIAS
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What I Did on My Holidays

Dunbar (McArthur’s Store)
the place, the fishermen and their sons.

“Arresting and nostalgic, contemplative

fishermen for the repair and maintenance

and intriguing… Cook’s portraits create their

of their creels. They are supported by their

own atmosphere and intrigue. Rooted in

community and the Dunbar Harbour Trust,

process invented by Frederick Scott Archer

place, they reflect its spirit, at once harsh and

which owns their building. Yet they are

in 1851. It was a primary method of capturing

poetic; the tracings of light from a northern

perpetually concerned with increasing fees,

images on glass or metal plates from the early

sky on raw metal.”

demanding safety measures, perceived ‘red

1850s until the 1880s or so. It is a wet process

tape’ and dwindling markets. Like me, the

and must be completed before the plate

fisherman are self-employed family men. Yet

dries, easily ten minutes or so in our genial

photographs made within the fishing

they work together as one. There is not one

Scottish weather. This timeframe brings an

community of Dunbar, a five-year project

who would not command respect. Regardless

involvement from the subject, who bears

I completed this summer. I made wet

of the precarious nature of their future, they

witness to the production of a unique and

plate collodion portraits of the fishermen

live in the present, propelled by the strength

revealing image from beginning to end. This

in McArthur’s Store, a mid-17th century

of the fishing past, each from a lineage,

time with the sitter is imperative and the

girnel on the Cromwell Harbour. Recently

each somehow related to the other, grown

better we know each other, the better the

fully restored, the building is inhabited by

together. So the work falls into three parts –

portrait. These are reverse positives, so they

Giles Sutherland, The Times
‘McArthur’s Store’ is a series of
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Wet plate collodion is a photographic
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reflect us as we see ourselves, a mirror.

peering beneath their skin. Since beginning

I have Katie to thank for teaching me many

this project, the process has undergone

things, mostly by kicking the cats out of her

it’s a fantastically pungent liquid that assists

a renaissance. It is not an immediately

bathroom, locking me in, lighting a cigarette

a light sensitive solution of silver nitrate to

straightforward process. I enjoy the fact that

and shouting instructions though the door.

adhere to a substrate of (usually) metal or

it is often tricky, however practiced I feel or

This work was funded by Creative Scotland

glass. It stinks of ether. I had a deep headache

confident on the day – wet plate collodion

as part of Year of Creative Scotland 2012 and

that first summer and didn’t complain about

has the propensity to unravel the best

Year of Natural Scotland 2013 but this crept

it once.

practitioner.

to a fifth year, thanks to the Dunbar Harbour

So, what exactly is collodion? In essence

My intention was to record these

My first plates were made with a Kodak

Trust. An exhibition, dedicated to the memory

fishermen using this process simply because

Brownie, bought from an Edinburgh market

of coxswain and fisherman Noel Wight,

it is sensitive at the ultra-violet end of

for £4. I still have it. Photographer Katie

was held this summer and reviewed in The

the spectrum. Our skins are translucent,

Cooke told me about the wee ledge on which

Scotsman. McArthur’s Store is dedicated to

just, and these men have worked outside

the plate can sit, the spring on the back of

Charlie and Rose.

their whole lives, beaten by all weathers

the door, the possibility of complete failure

offering a suggestion that we are actually

versus the impossibility of precise success.

Alastair Cook FRIAS
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Japan
Detail of Ryonanji Temple, Kyoto. Every World Heritage Shrine begins with a good edge

I can remember a time when foreign travel

Samurai would not appreciate the “cultural

was unusual. A trip to Spain would unveil

advances” of the Jesuits.

are as fresh as the day they were completed.
In Kyoto, grass is not usual. Soft surfaces

This resistance to simply accepting

are covered in moss or interesting roots.

can sit in the same coffee shop in Atlanta,

Western culture appears to continue today.

Gravel raking is a whole art in itself and

Birmingham or Caracas with no clue as to

Parts of Japan were still being occupied by

water features provide a further tool in

where you actually are. It is marvellous to still

US forces in the 1970’s but still there are

the designer’s palette. Indeed Kyoto has a

find somewhere different.

fewer Kentucky Fried Chickens than one

canal system of crystal clear flowing water,

would expect. Perhaps unsurprisingly, I can’t

meticulously maintained over hundreds of

During mine, I managed to take in Martin

remember seeing a person with a waistline

years, at a depth of about six inches.

Scorsese’s Silence. I am not a fan of absorbing

above 34 inches (other than tourists and in

historical events through motion pictures, but

the mirror).

strange food and weird customs. Today, you

The flight to the Far East is a long one.

the film gave an interesting introduction into

Kyoto was once the capital of Japan.

It is great to see pictures of details but
I enjoyed feeling the screens, moving them
and observing how they work. They are light

the concept of isolationism. Later, we visited

It was relatively untouched by the events

and sit in grooves. It is the workmanship and

Nagasaki and saw the “ten year” project to

of WWII. As such, it is an excellent place to

knowledge of the materials which guarantee

restore the Dejima district.

begin a trip to Japan. It has palaces, museums,

the ever reliable screens to function. The

a castle, temples and shrines. All of these

requirement to learn about such skills and

Art and I have known that the Impressionists

buildings are set in gardens. The gardens and

take the time to put them together correctly

were, in part, influenced by Japanese Art.

buildings exist together in harmony as do the

is allowed and indeed expected in a society

However, when you see Sesshū Tōyō’s

rigours of the Tatami mats which sit within

where respect for craftsmanship (and design)

Sumi-e you see an advanced elegant,

the functionality of the spaces. Patience and

is a fundamental value. Unfortunately, a value

minimalist form. The shock fact is that Sesshū

repeated maintenance make it difficult to

not prioritised by Western cultures.

Tōyō lived from 1420 to 1506. While such

understand if a piece of stonework is 250

refinement existed and flourished in Japan

or 500 years old. There is a calmness in the

at that time, we can understand why the

gardens, details are functional and the edges

I have long been a fan of Impressionist
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Stall at the Otoyo Ji Temple Complex (Sake is used in ceremonies)

Soffit Detail of Eikando Temple, Kyoto

Eaves Detail of Eikando Temple, Kyoto
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Washington DC
Flying into Dulles airport was a great

national cathedral. This is tucked away in the

You’ll need plenty of sustenance to cover all

start to an unexpectedly enjoyable trip to

suburbs in the direction of the zoo; the latter

the museums in the National Mall.

Washington DC. A conference had brought

is one of 18 Smithsonian museums in the city.

me here and my expectations were not

The newest, the African American

However, for a change of pace and scene
the Georgetown district of the city is worth

particularly high. However, the airport with

Museum, was known to me and is truly

a look. It is home to Georgetown University,

its simple, upward curving roof was a taster

extraordinary. Book well in advance or call

established in 1789, where President Clinton

of more delights to come, like Union Station,

early in the morning for even a remote

studied. Apart from the University there is a

which is based on the Arch of Constantine in

chance to visit. Less well known is the

lovely waterfront development with shops,

Rome. Six large mythical Greek Gods tower

curvaceous National Museum of the

restaurants (including where JFK proposed

over you as you exit. These represent fire,

American Indian. Externally this is interesting

to Jackie) and leisure pursuits makes it a

electricity, freedom & justice, imagination and

as is the interior of the east extension to

playground break from city life.

inspiration, agriculture and mechanics. It truly

the Museum of Art. After that you can enjoy

is a cathedral to travel. Talking of which, Darth

refreshments in the Beaux Arts summer

are hidden away, Capitol Hill dominates with

Vader is immortalised in their Gothic style

house looking out to the sculpture garden.

its pearly white neoclassical dome, a style
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Contemporary art in National Portrait Gallery; Ceiling of Library of Congress; National Museum of the American Indian; Washington Memorial

Thomas Jefferson thought most in tune with

No trip to Washington DC would be

through vegetation. Another powerful

Republican values. You become a bit blasé

complete without a moonlight tour. The

sculpture is of men raising a flag during

seeing it almost daily on the news or in films

Washington Monument looks like an Egyptian

World War II. Ira Hayes was one of the men

but it is worth taking a tour to gain a sense

obelisk and is the tallest structure in the city

depicted. I am afraid before my visit I only

of American history. Even more interesting

at 169m. The guide advises only men were

knew him from the Johnny Cash song.

for me was the Library of Congress which

allowed to take the lift when it first opened!

is linked by underground tunnel. This was

The Lincoln Memorial is stunning at night.

and explore more. I would do it during their

inspired by the Beaux Arts Paris Opera

Please google it as I did not have a photo

National Cherry Blossom Festival in spring.

House and has some impressive spaces,

to do it justice. Standing on its steps where

The postcards of that looked amazing: like

particularly the reading room and entrance

Martin Luther King gave his “I have a dream”

icing on the cake, softening all their classical

hall with beautiful skylights. Entrance to these

speech you almost shiver with the immense

buildings.

buildings and all the Smithsonian museums

sense of history encapsulated in this place.

are free - so what’s not to like?

The Korean War Veteran Monument which is

I was disappointed in the White House.

a spookily real sculpture of soldiers stalking

I would love to return to Washington DC

Eleanor Magennis RIAS
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What I Did on My Holidays

Lebanon
The mellow sound of church bells and the

soul. Ours are green, Josephine’s are brown,

happens when brother turns against brother.

very soft and distinct smell of pine trees –

Haifa’s – blue. And along with their masters,

The complexity of its plan is inexplicably

this is how any morning starts in El Maten,

the houses slowly awake in the early hours

beautiful – one has to overlook the crumbled

the Lebanese mountains. A mandatory

of the morning, opening their shutters up to

stone walls and the burned black ceilings to

ritual is the small cup of hot kahwe – Arabic

the world.

visualise its previous grandeur. Each footstep

black coffee, in the companion of family or

The houses in El Maten are always open

would break the silence, crushing the small

friends. I try visiting my father’s homeland

– guests are welcome for a cup of kahwe or

pebbles on the ground and would lead you to

as often as I can, always warmly greeted

cold juice. Upon entering, the first thing one

the next windowless opening - an eye to the

by Beirut, the Paris of the Middle East.

notices is the ceiling height – at least four

breathtaking view of Mount Sannine. There

Demolished and rebuilt at least seven times,

metres, with one very miniature window

was a certain tranquility about the building.

much like a phoenix, the Lebanese capital is

at the top in order to help with ventilation

Despite being a ghostly hotel, it was more

a gateway between the modern world and

during the very warm summer days. The

of a guardian and protector of the village

the respected culture and traditions of the

most important feature of each house is

– a demolished building that must remain

ancient Mediterranean country.

its salon – the summer living room, usually

demolished in order to serve its purpose.

Despite being in the midst of conflict,

accompanied by immense arched windows

The conflicts in the Middle East have

the sun never stops rising over the lands

leading to a balcony, a feature picked up from

led it to being widely misrepresented as a

of the ancient Assyrians, always graciously

Islamic architecture. Each piece of furniture,

hostile and terrifying place, when in reality

underlining the colours of the cedar trees.

from the grand sofa to the smallest teapot,

its cities have incredibly positive characters.

Arranged in the most ingenious manner,

is always individually and tastefully picked

Despite the numerous attempts of war to

the stone houses emphasise the curves

to suit the mistress of the house. For those

crush the Arab spirit, the streets remain filled

of the streets and elegantly blend in with

who are older, their homes have become

with chatter – people eating, laughing, and

the rocky landscape surrounding them.

chambers of their memories.

smoking shisha. And when you look into their

Traditionally Lebanese, all of the older houses

One of the most interesting places I

eyes, much like their houses’ shutters, you

are made of huge blocks of stone and red

visited this summer was the Mkarzel hotel,

would see a sparkle of them clinging to their

tiled roofs. In spite of their similarity, they

atop a hill overlooking El Khenchara. Bombed

biggest weapon – hope.

are all significantly different – their character

during the 15-year Lebanese Civil War, the

comes from their shutters. Much like eyes,

hotel remained untouched, shadowing the

the timber shutters reflect each home’s

village as a gruesome reminder of what

Alissar Riachi
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Ysio Winery by Santiago Calatrava

Centro Botin de Santander by Renzo Piano

Pyrenees
Sun up and roof down we set off on the

to the Elciego “City of Wine” by Frank

fine weather, wine, tapas and the elevated

N232, a good driving road through pleasant

Gehry (posh shop but unfortunately only

and fortified location. The Catedral de Santa

scenery and with little traffic. We’d arrived by

a glimpse of the coloured panels as access

Maria la Real complex and its wonderful

ferry from Portsmouth the previous evening,

is for residents). Finally, the Ysios Winery

exhibition provided a contrast to the modern

stayed our first night outside Santander and

by Santiago Calatrava, just magnificent in

sights to date.

were heading for La Rioja. A great 24-hour

its setting with vines in front and clouds

crossing, calm and sunny with porpoise

spilling over the escarpment behind. Our

on the Mediterranean we decided to save

and dolphins as occasional entertainment.

hotel, Finca de los Arandinos, was a modern

that for another time and paused for several

On docking we could see the new Centro

building in a hilltop vineyard with beautiful

days in Ainsa, close to the Parque Nacional de

Botin by Renzo Piano still enclosed in herras

views, only a few rooms and partly bodega,

Ordesa in the heart of the Pyrenees before

fencing and hoped for its opening by our

with an off the shutter concrete interior and

heading north into France. The scale and

return.

great food.

ruggedness of the mountains was impressive

First a brief pause in Haro for the Vina
Tondonia pavilion by Zaha Hadid and on

36

Then on to Pamplona - no bulls but
lively evenings in the old town helped by

Realising now how far it was to Collioure

and a relaxing interlude for us. Folk were
friendly and patient with our lack of Spanish.
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Torla by Parque Nacional de Ordesa y Monte Perdido

really impressive library by Pascale Guedot,

likewise. The Richard Serra “The Matter of

another great driving road with sweeping

beautifully detailed, responding to its location

Time” exhibition was just brilliant.

bends through the gorge, scenery incredibly

and exploiting the rivers for cooling.

Our route via the Tunel de Bielsa was

rugged in Spain and surprisingly gentle and

Nearing the end of our circuit Hotel

And so finally the return to Santander for
our ferry home and with great good fortune

green on emerging in France. Col d’Aspin,

OKKO in Bayonne, with reception and

Renzo Piano’s Centro Botin had just opened.

part of the Tour de France, was exciting in the

amenities on the ninth floor in a cantilevered

Built on a carpark which previously separated

open car but hard work for the cyclists toiling

glazed structure and with a curving glazed

gardens from the sea it sits on the quayside,

over it.

en-suite, was memorable. San Sebastian was

mostly raised to allow splendid views across

picturesque and busy but Rafael Moneo’s

the bay. Local visitors and staff were all

unexpectedly in Oloron-Ste-Marie and found

Kursaal Congress Centre by the sea seemed

incredibly proud of their new facility - quite

an old-fashioned hotel with a manager who

dull and dusty, though may be transformed

right too.

could double for the policeman in Hugo!

by its internal lighting. Bilbao’s Guggenheim

This lovely little town is built on rivers and

has done wonders for the city and I hope

sited at their confluence. We came upon a

Kengo Kuma’s V&A in my hometown will do

Now, heading west, we stopped

We won’t mention the return crossing!

Jack Sinclair RIAS
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Charles McKean Memorial Prize
2018

Last year’s winners – Richard Thomson, Lucy Allen and Jon Allcock

The Scottish Castles Association (SCA) is

context of Scottish Tower Houses. Additional

their proposal on any ruined Castle or Tower

sponsoring this prize (worth £1000 to the

prizes may be awarded at the judges’

House in Scotland.

winner) in memory of its late President,

discretion.

Professor Charles McKean. It is open to all

The design should be submitted by 5pm

Submissions will be restricted to the
equivalent of two A1 panels in total drawing

undergraduate and postgraduate students

on Thursday 31st May 2018. Details of the

area, but may be submitted as multiple sheets

at Schools of Architecture in Scotland during

submission requirements will be sent to

in any medium and to any scale.

the academic year 2017-18.

everyone who registers an interest in this

The competition will be judged by a

The Prize will be awarded to the

competition - contact The Secretary, Royal

panel of experts nominated by the RIAS and

student who submits the best design for

Incorporation of Architects in Scotland, 15

the SCA. The winner of this prize will be

the restoration of a Scottish Castle or Tower

Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE, Tel: 0131

announced in tandem with that of the RIAS

House. This should demonstrate a modern

229 7545, e-mail: nbaxter@rias.org.uk.

/ A & DS Annual Students’ Awards. The best

approach to the rehabilitation of the existing

Guidance will be provided to all students

structure, combining new design ideas with

who register their interest. Students may

respect for the historical features and cultural

enter individually or jointly and may base

7.

entries will be featured at an event in 2018.

8.
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Edinburgh Schools and Grenfell Tower –
Implications for the Profession
The contracting and building design industry has changed

extremely complex. The emotional detachment required by the Judge

dramatically in the last 25 years. The scope of building services

from the subject under investigation and expert witness testimony are

and technical development of new and innovative products and

required to determine the facts, rather than opinion or observation.

construction systems involving the use of specialist sub-contract/

As in any such inquiry, it is inappropriate to pre-empt conclusions.

contractor design now comprises a major element of most projects.

However, it is worth noting that the investigation will now consider

Architects are dependant more and more on specialist sub-

insulation products and the possible contribution of replaced

contractors who are not independent in the advice they give, which is

windows, with the concomitant absence of effective fire stopping

a commercial service.

around the window openings. Potentially this may have created a path

Architects have a duty of care under their Professional Indemnity

between the cladding cavity for fire/smoke to exit and enter each floor

Insurance to know the limits of their capacity to provide a service

around the window openings. In addition, the local authority building

required by the project brief. When the brief involves services to

control organisation has now become involved in the certification

satisfy employer requirements which go beyond the architect’s

debate, on the matter of compliance with regulations.

capabilities, it’s not good enough to think this can be dealt with by
specialist sub-contractors. In such circumstances, the architect should

Fire Risk Self Assessments

be advising the employer to extend appointments to include specialist

One area which must be seriously scrutinised is the Fire Risk Self-

professional services, for example, fire safety engineers, acousticians,

assessment by Duty Holders (Scotland) and Responsible Persons

building services/structural engineers and building sciences/building

(England and Wales). In a high rise residential block like Grenfell Tower

performance advisors, right at the beginning and throughout the

with 124 flats, some sold off via right-to-buy to private landlords,

development of the project up to completion and post occupancy

(general estimate is a third of the total) who let them out to tenants,

evaluation.

the majority landlord (Council) letting flats via a housing association is

A medical general practitioner does not hesitate to refer patients

responsible for maintenance of safety throughout escape-circulation

on to specialists if there is the least fear of being held negligent. The

areas and protected lobbies etc. and its own flats. Private landlords are

same should be true of architects. If the employer/client declines to

responsible for safety provision within privately owned flats.

take advice that is on their head, not the architect’s. However, it all
needs to be recorded formally, in writing.

The proposed introduction of sprinkler systems, communal alarm
systems, extract smoke ventilation and/or pressurisation systems
retrofitted into buildings which were never designed with any of

Ramifications of Grenfell
While the direct implications of what happened at Grenfell Tower
for Scotland are limited, there will be unavoidable ramifications. In
that context, the competence of the Buildings Research Establishment

this in mind creates more dependence on Specialist Services, more
complication for ‘self-assessment’ and ‘auditing’ and multiplies the
number of things which could go wrong.
There is a Homes (Fitness for Habitation) private members bill

must be questioned and whoever is advising on the remit of the

from 2015 which has been blocked by the UK Government. Scotland

inquiry. Criminal investigation cannot proceed before the technical

has private landlord’s obligation legislation in place alongside the

facts are determined. The civil governance, both before and after the

Scottish Housing Quality Standard for all social housing providers.

fire, concerning statutory duties of care for public health and safety are
surely political matters beyond the terms of any inquiry.

Design and Build Contracts

The interaction between some of those directly affected by

It has been reported that the contractor has a £150 million PFI deal

the Grenfell fire and the Judge appointed to chair the inquiry, while

with Camden Council and has threatened legal action against the

understandable after such an event, are in danger of obscuring the all

Council claiming that the cladding was certified as compliant with

too necessary investigation into the technical and contractual cause

building regulations by the Council’s building control department.

and effects of the fire.
The complexity involved in forensically analysing and explaining

The whole business is riddled with confusions and contradictions
which still has some way to run before coming to its senses. It would

the behaviour of the Grenfell Tower fire and the critical path of

be interesting to know how many of the 200+ high rise over-cladding

decisions which created it, let alone identifying responsibility for these

projects were PFI – Design and Build contracts? It has also been

decisions, which may have resulted in unlawful manslaughter, are

reported that the Grenfell Tower overcladding project’s original
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specification was altered from zinc to aluminium cladding to save, it

verifiers. In the RIAS’ opinion, the Cole Inquiry exposed a historic

seems, £300,000.

and systemic failure of the regulatory system on both structural and

Most, if not all, local authorities in England have privatised building

fire safety issues, due to absence of independent scrutiny and site

warrant permissions to ‘Approved Inspectors’. Is this one of the

inspections and misplaced trust in self certification procedures. The

fundamental weaknesses in the English Regulatory system? Have local

system has never worked satisfactorily, it is broken and needs to be

authorities in England placed too much trust in outsourcing functions

fixed.

to the private sector?

The operation of the regulatory framework is flawed in relation to
verification of construction compliance. Many forms of procurement

The Legacy

and types of contract management avoid construction compliance.

The high-rise fire safety fears on the heels of the Edinburgh Schools

This is particularly the case of Design and Build with ‘Novation’ which

debacle in Scotland and the wider implications for other public

is not managed in the interests of the client where cost and time

buildings, particularly if procured through Design & Build contracts

benefits are obtained (by the contractor) at the expense of quality. The

does undermine trust in the building industry in the UK. The problem

Cole Inquiry also identified confusion in the minds of many parties

however for the RIAS and the profession is to get the general public to

involved in public procurement concerning the duties of verifiers in

understand how we have been side-lined by successive government’s

the process of construction compliance and site inspections.

preference to give power to contractors. This has included removing

Perhaps the only effective way to enforce compliance under the

our presence and influence in public services to be replaced by

regulatory controls over procurement (in its many shapes and forms of

private sector interests. How do we convince politicians that properly

contract) is to impose mandatory legal requirements prior to granting

qualified professionals are the best choice to protect the general

a warrant. The applicant must satisfy the verifier they will employ good

public interests?

practice by appointing a suitable team of qualified professionals to
deliver the design services and inspections appropriate to the scale

A Solution
Should we invoke the use of a ‘social contract’ providing protection

and nature of the project.
The mechanism for introducing such a change could be by

of function for construction professionals in specified disciplines

developing the existing Construction Compliance and Notification

to provide services for defined functions e.g. as agents on behalf

Plan into a fully-fledged quality management plan, identifying and

of clients making application for building warrants and completion

describing the design and inspection services to be delivered, together

certifications in return for the many years of CPD invested by

with the test results documentation and certifications to be notified

members. The RIAS proposal is to change legislation making it

to the verifier prior to application for certificate of completion. This

mandatory to engage architects as lead consultants or lead employer’s

proposal would allow the verifier to be released from the ‘duty to

agents as a condition of warrant, delivering the full design service,

inspect’ on all major domestic and all non-domestic works which

including inspection regimes.

occupies more than 50% of their time and would remove the current

Such a regulatory framework exists in Sweden and has operated
very effectively over many years in the public interest. A similar
framework exists in the current H&S/CDM regulations.
A lot of it is to do with who has the power and authority to decide

confusion of roles.
This would require a change in legislation for Scotland. The
exception perhaps being low risk domestic, owner occupied, proposed
works processed under the existing system. Such a system of building

how things are done and by whom, a process which needs to be

permissions operates successfully in Sweden. This proposal is wholly

managed with informed knowledge and experience gained through a

in line with the local authority statutory duty of care for public safety

culture of dedicated duty of care.

and the existing Construction (Design and Management) Regulations.

Cole Inquiry on ESBF’s Summary Position (Amended to Include
Practice Committee Comments)
In Scotland building work requiring a warrant (including all forms
of procurement and types of building contract) is subject to the

Graham Martin FRIAS

regulatory framework of building control, managed by local authority

Building Standards Group Convenor
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Città Dorata – The Jewellery of Albenga, Liguria

The interesting history of Albenga situated at

Albenga is much older. Its pre-Roman origins

Il Pendente – The Pendant

the Italian Riviera in Northern Italy has been

led to the city being established around 4th

The typical ‘castrum’ layout of the roman city,

commemorated with special jewellery. It is

century BC, built on the ancient orthogonal

survives in the regular grid pattern and was

celebrating the unique city plan, stemming

structure of the Via Medaglie d’Oro and Via

the main inspiration for this piece of jewellery.

from the first golden age of the city, thus the

Enrico d’Aste, respectively as the Roman

name of the jewellery; La Città Dorata (The

camp main road axes (cardo and decumanus).

Golden City).

The jewellery items consist of a pendant,

The hub of the city is the historical San
Michele Square near the old Baptistery
from the 5th century. The baptistery is the

bracelet and rings. They are all hand crafted

only example of late-Roman architecture

in collaboration with the Albenga jeweller

by Rodolfo Buffa in three different materials;

to survive intact in Albenga and is Liguria’s

Rodolfo Buffa. It underlines the importance

yellow and white gold, polished silver and

foremost early-Christian monument. The

of the historic capital of Albenga – as

matt titanium.

pendant is thus adorned with a sparkling

The jewellery was designed by yours truly

architectural jewellery.
The city plan has a much clearer urban
grid than the mediaeval towns and villages
surrounding Albenga. The reason is that
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The pendant covers the whole historic

diamond highlighting the baptistery,

centre, the bracelet features an elongated

orientated in the same direction as the city

part of the centre, whilst the rings cover both.

plan in its hanging position.
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Features

Il Braciale – The Bracelet

L’Anello – The Rings

di legno” (wooden slingshot) to people

The bracelet features an elongated part of the

The rings cover both the whole city centre

from the world of show business, culture

city centre. Although the selected parts are

and also selected fragments of it.

and journalism that have “hit hard” against

One ring is an abstraction of the city

injustice, hypocrisy, malpractice and have

Roman plan are still clearly seen in the final

centre plan, whilst the other rings represent

been socially conscious with courage and

product.

three different ‘cuts’ through this urban

honesty. The evenings are always highlighted

structure.

by the Città Dorata jewelry and all the

only fragments of the city, the features of the

Since the jewellery is the result of a
fruitful collaboration between an Italian

The different rings appear both very

jeweller and a Norwegian architect, the

similar and at the same time different. The

bracelet is literally ‘taking off’ from the base,

group of three rings can be worn separately

being lifted by the visual strength of Aurora

or jointly as a group of three

Borealis, as featured in the photo.

proceeds of the events are given to charity.

Every year the association from Albenga
“Fieui di caruggi” awards the prize “Fionda

Ole Wiig FRIAS
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The many faces
of Saint-Gobain
operating in Scotland

Saint-Gobain has a strong presence in Scotland, steeped with history and experience,
having specified product solutions for many iconic projects.
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes construction materials and
solutions, which are key ingredients in the wellbeing of each of us – creating great
places to live, work or play and improving daily life.
Contact Stuart.McKill@saint-gobain.com to arrange
your CPD on multicomfort buildings, or to discuss how
Saint-Gobain’s whole building capability can help
you and your clients.
www.facebook.com/Saint-GobainUKandIreland

www.twitter.com/SaintGobainUK

www.youtube.com/SaintGobainUKandI

www.saint-gobain.scot
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Students
The RIAS/A&DS Student Awards always take centre stage in the Autumn Quarterly. Our judges, Karen Anderson FRIAS, Stewart
Henderson PRIAS, Sunand Prasad PPRIBA Hon FRIAS and Susie Stirling from the Scottish Government, spent a careful day watching
the students present their projects in the new Chiff-Chaff format (each student/group had 5 minutes to present 10 key messages)
determining the winners featured here.
The Incorporation’s student members continue to push their own boundaries. In the selection of articles which follow the awards
coverage, two of our student members consider the pros and cons of part-time study and how travel really does broaden the mind even if the weather is lousy!
Asylum: Scottish Youth Parliament and Ministry of Education
© Paschalis Kyrtsopoulos
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

RIAS Rowand Anderson Silver Medal for Best 5th Year Student

winner:

Scottish Youth Parliament And Ministry of Education, Glasgow Green and Calton
Paschalis Kyrtsopoulis
University of Strathclyde

“He presented a bold,
vigorous, dynamic, detuned,
energetic proposal, with
an ambitious idea about
democracy. He shows
architectural form without
fear, through a very clear
journey.”
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A&DS caught up with Paschalis Kyrtsopoulos
a few minutes after he had been handed
his silver medal at a special ceremony in
Edinburgh, 13 July 2017.

How do you feel about winning the
award?
I’m feeling really delighted – I didn’t expect it,
but I feel all the good and hard work I’ve done
over the past few years has helped getting
the award. I also feel that it’s a long journey
and it’s really nice to study architecture and to
give your best to be the best architect in what
you want to do.

What are your plans for the future?
It would be really nice just to stay here in
Scotland and to spend the rest of my future
life here. I really want to stay just because
it’s such a friendly environment and for five
years it’s been my home – my primary home,
not my second home. And also I’m working
here so I feel that I can give something good
back to Scotland because it gave me all this
education. I am working for Haus Collective
in Glasgow.

What advice would you give to anyone
thinking about studying architecture?
Just work, work, work and you have all the
time after studying to enjoy yourself. Think
about what your doing, in fact, think twice
about what your doing. Also consider and
express your willingness to give something
back to society – this is the most important
lesson as it’s something that’s going to follow
you for the rest of your life.
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

RIAS Rowand Anderson Silver Medal for Best 5th Year Student

commended:

Eidsvåg Fish Farm and Visitor Centre
Robert Wightman
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment

Between Space and Time
Priscilla Joseph
Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
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submissions:

Monument and Matrix: Dialectic Oppositions
Craig Mathers
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design

Querencia, A Sanctuary from the City
Róisín Tinneny
Mackintosh School of Architecture
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

Architecture and Design Scotland Award for Best 3rd Year Student

winner:

Material Explorations and Material Tectonics Chile’s Atacama Dessert and Edinburgh City
Naomi Rubbra
Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

“In her project she clearly
engaged community and
thought about diversity of
community. She addresses an
impressive breadth of concern,
including a lot of detail and
created a solution with an
intelligent design.”
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

Architecture and Design Scotland Award for Best 3rd Year Student

commended:

Architecture and Education / Portable
Alexander Vile
Mackintosh School of Architecture
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submissions:

Demarco Archive and Gallery
Eilish Camplisson
Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art & Design

Artist Housing / Buried at Sea
Jamie Miller
University of Strathclyde
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

Architecture and Design Scotland Urban Design Award

winner:

Form of Space
Hannah Cattanach
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment, Aberdeen

“Close reading of the place,
texture and fabric and a good
understanding of how
people relate to their place.”
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London practice. I’m hoping for somewhere

sounds cool, let’s do that” and just wasted a

quite big so that I can have a look around,

year of their life because they weren’t fully

try a lot of different projects, gain a lot

prepared to go into how invested the course

of different experience and then when I

was. It was only the people who really stuck

eventually pass my Part 3 I’ll hopefully move

at it who managed to pull though to the end

back to Scotland and set up a practice of

– so if you’re coming into it half assed don’t

my own to try and better the community I

really bother. Unless you think you might

suppose – that’s what I really want to do.

have an epiphany moment at some point –

I come from a village and then I did my

which a few people did have actually. There

Degree in Aberdeen so I’ve always been

was a few people through the Bachelors who

in small places and always want to go

didn’t really care and then they went on their

A&DS caught up with Hannah Cattanach a

somewhere big and do stuff that’s completely

year out and found themselves and came

few minutes after she had been handed her

different to what I’m used to and open up

back to 5thyear all guns blazing.

award at a special ceremony in Edinburgh, 13

experiences. Really to give it a shot and

July 2017.

then you’re more able to bring the wider

what you like and what you think because

experience back to the situations that you

through my whole masters project the

How do you feel about winning the
award?

already know. But the main aim is to set up

lecturers were saying “oh we’re not very sure

my own practice – my partner’s an architect

about this and that, this is very different to

I’m completely bemused – totally wasn’t

as well so we’re quite well off in that respect.

everybody else’s project, it’s a bit weird” but I

Remember it’s hard and also be true to

said – “no this is what I want to do” and pulled

expecting it but so pleased because it
validates everything I’ve been doing.

What advice would you give to anyone
thinking about studying architecture?

What are your plans for the future?

Don’t make the decision lightly I’d say. We

I’ve just recently moved down to London so

had so many people in first year who had

I’ll be looking to get a Part 2 position with a

said “yeah let’s go to university – architecture

it off – so stick to your guns basically.
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

Architecture and Design Scotland Urban Design Award

commended:

Recuperar
Annabelle Brading and Sean Fitzpatrick
University of Strathclyde

submissions:

Urban Housing - Glasgow Green

Living on a Terrace

Linear Abstraction

Grigor Brown, Jin bu Jun, Jay Lee, Ffion

Sophia Rusinova

Matthew Gadie, Kirsten Pont, Athina Ralli,

Roberts, Taylor Steel, Noé Teboul, Moa

Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and

Li Zhen Ng

Wintzell

Built Environment

Duncan of Jordanstone College of Art and

Mackintosh School of Architecture
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

Architecture and Design Scotland Sustainable Design Award

winner:

Material Explorations and Material Tectonics Chile’s Atacama Dessert and Edinburgh City
Naomi Rubbra
Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture

“Great adaptation, creative
and socially engaged with a
sustainable palette, reusing
existing fabric.”
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JML Contracts is an award-winning, family-owned building and civil engineering business
with over 25 years’ experience. With its own processing factory, it specialises in
the design and construction of homes using Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs),
delivering innovative, sustainable and energy efficient solutions to private
and commercial clients across the UK.

THE ARNS, AUCHTERARDER, PERTHSHIRE, PH3 1EJ

01764 663271 info@jmlcontracts.co.uk
www.jmlcontracts.co.uk
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RIAS AND A&DS SCOTTISH STUDENT AWARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE 2017

The RIAS Andy MacMillan Drawing Award

winner:

commended:

Recuperar
Annabelle Brading and Sean Fitzpatrick
University of Strathclyde

Eidsvåg Fish Farm and Visitor Centre
Robert Wightman
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment, Aberdeen

“He communicates the scheme
very strongly, with clarity,
tremendous artistic integrity
and the quality, beautiful
images in their own right.”

Architecture and Education / Portable
Alexander Vile
Mackintosh School of Architecture
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© Florence Aina

© Ola Osman

© Florence Aina

Neues Museum

Jewish Museum

Study Trip to Berlin
Five years ago, I looked to Berlin for

they would find themselves amongst arrays

Chipperfield in collaboration with Julian

inspiration and walked on foot with my

of other users with a direct view of the sky

Harrap, after being largely destroyed in

fellow architectural engineers. I spoke to

above. The thermal environment was perfect,

the war. The reconstruction has received

the Berliners in broken German and we

despite the tricky challenge of an atrium

mixed feedback, with its modern features

didn’t use phones to find our way. Berlin

at the core of the building. When we had

contrasting with the original architecture.

had much to offer and we had five days to

collected enough information (and glares), we

The modern elements stand out without

give. What intrigues a visitor is that Berliners

set off on foot to explore the city.

dominating. The tones of the original and the

are still surprised to be visited. The city of

Classicism shaped the early grand

much historic suffering stands tall, in all that

architecture of Berlin. The Reichstag has

remains and in all that has been built since.

always invited much interest as the centre

restored play together to create awe in every
corridor and every hall.
Our time in Berlin ended with a visit to

of governance, directing events beyond

the Jewish Museum. Daniel Liebeskind put

numbing story behind the bricks that line the

Berlin. The session hall in the middle features

himself in every element of the building.

roads today- and did the entire city once. The

interesting building services. Visible in the

Every detail was carefully designed to

main agenda of our course trip was to audit a

room as a cone shaped tunnel rising out

reimagine the unimaginable struggle of the

building of our choice. One building, from the

of the ceiling and visible from the roof is a

Jews. It is a cold and uncomfortable place and

wild assortment in Berlin! My group landed

structure that allows natural sunlight to be

that’s exactly how no one should ever feel in

on the Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm Centre by

first reflected by mirrors, then tunnelled into

their homeland.

the architect Max Dudler.

the room, in addition to acting as a natural

Berlin has had many faces over the

extract by wind driven pressure difference,

years of its establishment as the renowned,

façade, only interrupted by symmetrically

from the top of the dome. The glass

creative capital of Germany. The result is

arranged windows and an interior that

dome allows the public to look down into

a cocktail of architectural styles, east and

was surprisingly more complex than the

Bundestag meetings. The citizens are above

west, now blended into one. There is no one

exterior. There was a terraced arrangement

the political authority and not the other way

rhythm, no one word. Berlin is a language,

surrounding the atrium, which had a glazed

around. It is a reminder of people power and

with its own patois, dialects, accents and

roof and boasted of a space that would let

transparency in governance.

elegance.

The rain never quit. The skies echoed the

The public library has a flat natural stone

a visitor feel secluded and allow focussed
work. However when the reader looked up
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The Neues Museum on the river Spree
was famously reconstructed by David

Amisha Panchal
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Students

© Ruta Turcinaviciute

© Chris Dobson

Part-time: No Time!

4th year Diploma in Architecture studio project titled ‘Repository of Exchange’

On site at Tudsbery Centre for Thistle Foundation

I arrived in Scotland six years ago to study

lectures and tutorials. I knew studying part-

on which I work and the preparation of

Urban Design at Edinburgh University. During

time was always the right choice for me, due

documentation and drawing packages. This

my studies I was inspired by young Scottish

to being able to balance my exciting work

is an invaluable part of my architectural

designers, professors and the new friends I

environment at 3DReid with my architectural

education, which allows me to receive

found here and so I decided to stay.

studies.

support for my studies via my working

As part of my architectural education

Despite the financial and academic

environment and benefit from practicing

on the path to professional qualification

support, part-time studies always come with

professionals in various fields of construction.

as an architect, I am currently enrolled in a

particular difficulties. The first and foremost

I hope one day to see the professional world

part-time Diploma in Architecture course in

thing to consider is your time management

merge more interdependently with academic

Mackintosh School of Architecture, Glasgow

skills. You have to be exceptionally organised

studies taken into consideration. Part-time

School of Art. I have been working as an

with work deadlines, while evenings and

studies should be established as a course

architectural assistant with 3DReid for the

weekends are the only times you have

that both supports and is in tune with the

last four years. 3DReid has always been

to focus on university. However, once I

candidate’s daily office workload, whilst

very supportive and given me amazing

had come to terms with this significant

nurturing their growing academic knowledge.

opportunities that not every architectural

commitment, I was able to really enjoy the

assistant could dream of. Although more

benefits of studying again. Having one day a

feel like a daunting task, but instead an

work and responsibility might sound

week to immerse myself in an academic brief,

amazing opportunity to immerse yourself in

daunting to some, I took this chance and have

with the ability to spend a year researching

the world of academia and professional life

developed a great set of architectural practice

and developing a building design was very

simultaneously. Despite the difficulty of the

and design skills which have allowed me to

exciting. At the end of my first academic year,

task, thus far I am very happy I have chosen

become a core part of 3DReid’s team.

my achievements felt very rewarding to me. I

this particular path and hope one day this

thought to myself ‘If I can do this, I will be able

will lead me to academic qualification and

to do anything.’

professional goals. I would not have made it

I was very lucky to be granted financial
support from 3DReid during my academic

After all, part-time studies should not

Sweet as the fruits of knowledge are,

this far if I had not encountered such great

story of balancing working life and studying

I often wonder if part-time studies could

colleagues, professors and fellow students

without having to take a career break. Due

be more integrated with professional life.

along the way!

to the structure of the academic programme

Although technically occupying an assistant’s

in GSA, I was able to establish a four day

role, I have worked hard to find myself in

working week in the practice in Edinburgh

a client-facing position, with a significant

and travel to Glasgow once a week for

responsibility in the design of the projects

development. This was a turning point in my

Ruta Turcinaviciute
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Thirteen times winner of the Johnstone’s Painter of the Year Award
Johnstone’s Supreme Decorator of the Year Award 2010
WorldSkills Double Gold Medal Winner

NEVIN
of EDINBURGH

‘The Royal Palace of Stirling Castle’

DECORATORS OF DISTINCTION

Specialists in Microscopy
paint anaylsis, conservation
and restoration

Nevin of Edinburgh has been providing the highest
standards of skill, customer service and excellence
since 1977. We are a multi-award winning company
and the decorator of choice for organisations such as
The National Galleries of Scotland, Historic Scotland
and The National Trust for Scotland. We can help you
decorate, renovate and transform the interior and
exterior of your property no matter what the size or
difficulty. We pride ourselves on fine attention to
detail and ensuring of your 100% satisfaction.

‘The Assembly Rooms, Edinburgh’

8 Swanfield, Leith,
Edinburgh EH6 5RX

www.nevinofedinburgh.co.uk
enquiries@nevinofedinburgh.co.uk

Speaks for

itself.

Knauf AMF – modular ceilings and more...

www.knaufamf.com
knauf.amf.ceilingandwalldesign
· Suitable for all interiors: offices, schools, healthcare, retail, hotels, multi-purpose environments
· Offers outstanding sound absorption, up to aw 1.00 (class A to EN ISO 11654)
· Manufactured in any colour
· All raw materials are sustainably sourced

tel: 01315541711
fax: 01738623228

Free tickets to The Scottish
Homebuilding & Renovating
Show
© Nigel Rigden

Claim two free tickets for The Scottish Homebuilding & Renovating Show,
the go-to consumer exhibition for self-builders, home renovators and
improvers, when it returns to the Royal Highland Centre, Edinburgh on 21 –
22 October 2017.
Is your goal this year to tackle that extension? Are you halfway through
updating your interiors? Maybe you’ve been dreaming of building a secure,
sustainable house from scratch? A visit to the Scottish Homebuilding &
Renovating Show in Edinburgh this October will give you practical help to turn
your plans into reality.
Swap months of scouring the internet for face-to-face consultations, and
expert advice. You can pick up useful hints and tips from the experts at 8 free
daily advice seminars and over 20 masterclasses.
There’s also free expert advice at The Advice Centre, where you can take
your plans, outline drawings or ideas and speak to fellow architects, builders
and planning experts experienced in self-build as well as the Homebuilding &
Renovating Magazine team.
The show is taking place at the Royal Highland Centre, Ingliston,
Edinburgh on October 21 – 22 October 2017. Opening hours: Saturday 10am 5pm; Sunday 10am - 4.30pm. Tickets are £8* in advance (available till 3pm on
Friday 20 October) and £12 on the door and are available on 08744 858 6754**
Under 16s go free
For more information of tickets visit www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/
Edinburgh
To claim your two free tickets and save up to £24* visit
www.homebuildingshow.co.uk/pr2
* Saving based on two standard door price tickets. Offer expires when 500 pairs of tickets have been redeemed
or 3pm 20 October 2017 whichever is soonest. Children 16 and under go free.

Glass Balustrading
Specialists in manufacture and installation
of top quality aluminium balustrade systems
Choice of styles and colours
Also stainless steel balustrades and handrails

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3HB
Tel: 01738 639 429
info@grillecity.com
www.grillecity.com

www.fakro.co.uk

THE DEF FLAT ROOF WINDOW

Just Feel the Silence

Indulge your passion, whatever the weather.
Feel the calm that comes from silence, even on a rainy day,
thanks to the Type F flat roof window. Its superb sound
proofing** and thermal insulation make it ideal for Passivhaus
designs while the sleek sash construction increases the
glazing area and optimises use of natural light. With
exceptional overall functionality, the DEF sets the standard for
flat roof windows.
* **Sound protection during rain – 36dB (ISO 10140 -1/A2:2014)

T: 01283 554 755 E: sales@fakrogb.com W: www.fakro.co.uk
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Books
All books reviewed in RIAS Quarterly are available to purchase from the RIAS Bookshop

La Religieuse floor lamp (SN31), 1923, designed by Pierre Chareau. Alabaster and hammered brass, 67 3/8 × 17 3/4 × 21 5/8 in. (171 × 45 × 55 cm).
Centre Pompidou, Musée National d’Art Moderne, Centre de Creation Industrielle. Paris. Purchase funded in part by Scaler Foundation in 1995.
Photograph by Georges Meguerditchian, image provided by CNAC / MNAM Dist. RMN-Grand Palais / Art Resource, New York.
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Timber Gridshells: Architecture, Structure and Craft
John Chilton and Gabriel Tang
Routledge; £41.00

The gridshell is a simple and self-explanatory

presumably with Prince Charles looking over

invention by Otto, a detailed discussion of

concept: a domed roof made from criss-cross

their shoulder.

how they work structurally, plus an illustrated

timberwork. While an arched roof, such as

It’s also an excellent way to use local

commentary on the best examples from

the Bell’s Sports Centre in Perth, uses deep

resources. The gridshell creates large, free

glulam beams to span in one direction, the

spans in an economical way, using small

gridshell uses a net of small timber spars to

girth timber which would otherwise become

technical writing which is a joy to read. The

span in two directions, effectively forming a

kindling. The material to build the Savill

authors are interested in ideas and where

shell.

Gridshell came from Windsor Great Park’s

they come from: that’s conveyed in fluid

It’s rare that an entire class of structures

woodlands and it was processed nearby in

prose, effectively edited and with chapters

can trace their roots back to one person, but

the estate sawmill; it was preceded by Ted

which are well structured. On the downside,

the gridshell was pioneered by Frei Otto and

Cullinan’s Downland Gridshell which used

the book is printed on thin, shiny paper which

his Mannheim Multihalle of 1974 is apparently

timber thinnings.

makes it feel rather like a “print on demand”

still the largest self-supporting timber

It’s worth noting that both Howell’s

around the world.
I quickly realised that this book is a rarity:

title, but the standard of reproduction is good

gridshell structure in the world. The best

and Cullinan’s projects relied upon Buro

and there are many drawings, details and

example in Britain is the visitor centre at Savill

Happold’s structural experience, gained when

photos in colour.

Garden in Windsor, which I visited recently

Ted Happold worked alongside Frei Otto.

Chilton and Tang’s book is likely to

and which prompted me to pick up this book.

Happold once remarked of Otto that, “He

become the definitive book on gridshells,

The Savill gridshell’s three voluptuous

never stops learning and thinking, and the

although at the moment its competition

curves nestle happily into a rolling landscape.

results of that transcend fashion.” The same

is negligible. A quick look on a popular

Designed by Glenn Howells Architects, it

could be said of the gridshell, which appears

American bookselling website revealed a

proves that the gridshell can work on every

timeless.

book about bamboo gridshells, which seems

level. Its form and structure evoke the yurt,

Timber Gridshells: Architecture, Structure

but rely on computational modelling. It seems

and Craft was written by Prof. John Chilton

equally convincing as a student’s balsawood

from the University of Nottingham, with

model, or a visitor centre commissioned

co-author Gabriel Tang. It serves as a

by the traditionalists at the Crown Estate,

sourcebook on gridshells, ranging from their
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rather “niche”, plus an Italian book about
gridshells, long out of print…

Mark Chalmers RIAS
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© Kayleigh Jankowski

Highland Retreats: The Architecture & Interiors
of Scotland’s Romantic North
Mary Miers
Rizzoli; £29.25

Mary Miers’ book on Scotland’s Highland

Albert when they rebuilt Balmoral in 1852. By

Leeming & Leeming ca. 1900, it stands like a

lodges across some 300 years is interspersed

then, Thomas Cook was organising Highland

beached railway station in Arran sandstone,

with detailed accounts of buildings that

tours.

epitomising Edwardian excess with its lavish

act like illustrated post cards sent from

Before the comforts of the 19th century,

interior filled with objects collected on a

across the country. But, in describing the

staying in lodges was often very primitive and

world cruise. Today, empty though still intact,

evolution of the hunting lodge, changes in

women - often aristocrats - were as good at

it’s looking for a rescuer. Also in trouble is

land ownership, hunting practices, social

roughing it as their men were at spending

Cour in Argyll. Oliver Hill used whinstone and

behaviour and politics and economics, her

days in bad weather hunting or stalking deer

Purbeck limestone flags, its arched interiors

magnificent sweep puts the lodge into its

and other game. The Duchess of Gordon was

are reminiscent of Lutyens’ restoration at

historical perspective. Thus we learn about

as celebrated a late 18th century host in the

Lindisfarne. Alas - the building cannot cope

how the Highlands were seen before the 18th

Highlands as the Duchess of Devonshire in

with Scottish weather and the owners are

century uprisings as a wild place, its people

London so that visitors came from all walks

finding it hard to maintain.

poor, dirty, indolent and fickle (despite the

of life. When the railways reached Inverness,

often bankrupt but cultured chiefs) and how,

whole carriages were reserved for families,

whose Gothic/Baronial remodelling in the

after the uprisings, the Highlands became the

servants and provisions from London.

1870s was added a further 200 bedrooms

playground of the rich.

Though lodges often began as

Then there is Skibo in Sutherland, to

designed by Ross & Macbeth for Sir Andrew

Hunting in the Highlands before the

enlarged farmhouses from the mid-19th

Carnegie in the early 1900s. Appropriately, it

uprisings usually entailed sweeping deer

century onwards they flowered into the

is now an hotel. And finally, Curror Lodge in

across open country, but after 1745 the

romantic confections of turrets, towers,

Inverness-shire, was built to Moshe Safdie’s

destruction of the clans and the imposition

crow-stepped gables, bartizans and porte

design from 1999-2004. In glass, steel and

of English rule made Highland chiefs adopt

corcheres epitomised by Sir Robert Lorimer’s

Portuguese granite, its stark geometric

English land practices. People could no

Ardkinglas of 1907. Lorimer made use of

grandeur reflects the wilds of Lochaber.

longer roam the land – and Wade’s roads

concrete floors, a telephone exchange and

There is even something of the ancient

made the area much less remote. Then

hydro-electric power. However, when it came

brochs in the great drum tower.’ Inside, is

came the Romantic Movement following

to the interiors, there was less of a Highland

furniture by Jacobsen and light fittings by

James Macpherson’s publication of Gaelic

style. They might be Adam, Louis XV and XVI,

Castiglioni, a wonderful conclusion to a

ballads and stories about Fingal, Sir Walter

or adorned with stags’ heads and tartan in

beautifully written and illustrated book.

Scott’s novels and music by Mendelssohn.

Victorian times and even Modernistic in the

The resurrection of tartans by the Sobieski

20th century.

brothers was vouchsafed by George V’s visit
to Edinburgh in 1822 and by Victoria and

Four lodges illustrate the picture,
beginning with Kinloch Castle on Rum. By

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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Exploring Glasgow: The Architectural Guide
Robin Ward
Birlinn Ltd; £16.99

There have been few comprehensive

Architectural Guides to Scotland series

Street elevation is face to face with the Mac.

gazetteer reference books published on the

with excellent photographs of interiors and

To prevent sunlight bouncing into the latter’s

buildings of Glasgow; one of Europe’s most

architectural sculpture.

studios the Reid Building is veiled with sand

Now the gazetteer of Glasgow’s

blasted matt glass. In some conditions, it

The Buildings of Scotland, Glasgow written

architecture treasures has been brought

does a vanishing act, a good thing critics

by Elizabeth Williamson, Anne Riches and

completely up to date by an excellent new

would say: Rockvilla: The National Theatre of

Malcolm Higgs, stands out as being in a class

book, written by architectural critic and

Scotland by Hoskins Architects and The City

of its own.

writer Robin Ward. Exploring Glasgow, The

of Glasgow College in Cathedral Street by

The book, published in 1990 by

Architectural Guide was published in May

Reiach and Hall and Michael Laird Architects,

Yale University Press, covers the city’s

2017 by Birlinn. Ward is a Glaswegian who

recently shortlisted for the 2017 Stirling Prize.

architectural history and includes maps

clearly loves the city and its architecture. He

and tours of the City Centre, the West End

studied at the Mackintosh Building at the

manageable and easily slips into a jacket or a

and other major districts. All the buildings

School of Art and wrote for The Herald before

bag. It is well edited and nicely set out. Ward

featured are supported with expert comment

moving to Vancouver, where he became the

offers a critique of each building in jargon

but with a limited collection of black and

architecture critic for the Vancouver Sun.

free language that is both accessible and a

white images of works by some of the city’s

He has published other books on the city,

pleasure to read. All the ten tour areas are

greatest architects and artists, including David

including Some City Glasgow and The Spirit of

supported by introductory text and all of

Hamilton, Mackintosh and Basil Spence.

Glasgow.

the buildings featured are accompanied by

fascinating architectural cities. Of those

However, the book’s physicality is bulky and

Ward writes well and this new effort

The book is printed in soft cover, so is

Ward’s own impressive colour photographs.

off putting for use as a mobile guide and the

is comprehensive and covers all of the

writing is at times plodding. None of the city’s

city’s architectural treasures in ten sections

to architects and students as a detailed and

architectural achievements built since 1989

and tours: from Govan to Glasgow Green,

richly informative resource but also to visitors

are included.

through the Merchant City and City Centre

to the city, interested in its architecture and

to the West End, Woodside, Maryhill and

architectural history. A new book, Exploring

noteworthy among which are Central

Great Western Road. Exploring Glasgow

Edinburgh; The Architectural Guide by the

Glasgow: An Illustrated Architectural Guide

lists Glasgow’s most impressive built works

same author is now in preparation and I look

by Charles McKean et al published in 1989

and brings the architecture completely up to

forward to its publication.

and reprinted in 1993, and Greater Glasgow

date. It includes, for example: the competition

by Sam Small published in 2007. Both are

winning Reid Building by Steven Holl of

authoritative RIAS publications from the

which Ward writes “the winner’s Renfrew

There are more recent publications,
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I recommend this new publication highly

Professor Alan Dunlop FRIAS
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Pierre Chareau: Modern Architecture and Design
Edited by Esther Da Costa Meyer
Yale University Press; £40.00
Pierre Chareau and Bernard Bijvoet, Maison de Verre, 1928-1932 © Mark Lyon

In the mid-1980s there was a clutch of

and leading figure in the city’s Jewish elite)

what constituted a home. This affront to

effusive monographs on the celebrated

proved his apotheosis. Built between 1928 –

prevailing bourgeois tastes has parallels with

French designer, Pierre Chareau (1883-1950).

32, the house was intended to act as a family

Mackintosh’s remodelled Glasgow home

His most revered realisation, La Maison de

home, a workplace and a salon for informal

(1906-14) which challenged the dominance of

Verre, rightly dominated each publication.

gatherings of radical thinkers and emerging

dark domestic interiors.

Numerous critics and commentators

artists. It quickly established itself as a haven

This copiously illustrated book forms the

competed to encapsulate Chareau’s particular

for the city’s intelligentsia and regular visitors

catalogue of a recent exhibition (designed by

genius.

included Andre Breton, Max Earnst and Joan

Diller Scofidio + Renfro) at New York’s Jewish

Miro.

Museum on Fifth Avenue. It approaches

The ‘house of glass’ is somewhat hidden
away in an inner courtyard in Paris’ 7th

Of course, Chareau was not a qualified

Chareau from the perspective of “…an artist

Arrondissement. Certainly, its mute façade

architect but an ‘ensemblier’ – a sort of

more admired than studied” and is the

of translucent glass bricks and pared back

interior architect, whose remit extended far

culmination of nine years’ work. The book

interior, might well be seen as the antithesis

beyond the mere selection of soft furnishings.

highlights the key role of Jewish patrons in

of the Post-Modern (Po-Mo) confections

He embraced the creative opportunities of

the development of Modernism and reflects

so emblematic of the Eighties. At this time,

his time and collaborated with innovative

on the brevity of Chareau’s success (1919-32).

proponents of High-Tech architecture

practitioners such as Eileen Gray and Robert

La Maison de Verre now belongs to Robert

would invariably cite this project as a major

Mallet-Stevens. Chareau was fortunate to call

Rubin, a retired American financier, who

influence. A visit to La Maison de Verre

upon a team of skilled craftsmen (including

has initiated a meticulous programme of

became a rite of passage for many young

Louis Dalbet) and an able assistant (Bernard

restoration works and (with due notice) still

architects: “Every visit to the house is

Bijvoet) in order to assemble a series of

welcomes visitors to this pioneering exemplar

memorable, because it is a space that has

sliding doors, rotating windows, perforated

of early 20th century architecture.

neither precedent nor successor.”

screens, folding panels and retractable

Chareau had undertaken a variety of

stairs within a collection of interconnected

renovation projects but this commission

volumes to create an iconic structure

from Dr. Dalsace (a consultant gynecologist

which overturned conventional notions of

Mark Cousins RIAS
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CPD: Access all Areas

This RIBA accredited CPD from Bilco UK provides
an in-depth view on safety, good practice and
specification considerations wherever access is
needed in the building envelope.
By attending the CPD, you will gain a better
understanding of the following:

•

How to design safe access to the roof

•

Which type of ladders or stairways are the most appropriate

•

How to move around the roof safely, navigate obstructions,

•

The connections between hatches, ladders and the roof systems

•

Natural smoke ventilation systems and their potential for use

•

Floor door specification and the right questions to be asked

for different hatches and access requirements
and how to create a safe escape route

as either access or ventilation
to allow you to specify correctly

To find out more or to arrange a CPD session at your practice,
call us on 01284 701696.

Contact Bilco UK for further details on 01284 701696 or visit our website at www.bilcouk.com
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Practice
Update

Contracts

Practice Information
We are continuing to add
to our Contract Administration
Good Practice series of guidance
notes with three new titles:
•

What should the architect/
contract administrator (CA)
do if the contractor, under
SBCC SBC 2011 Ed (“SBC
Contract”), fails to provide

RIAS CPD

the final account documents

Practice Essentials

within the period specified

A round up of key areas of practice in 2017

in the contract after practical

22nd March 2017
CMS Cameron McKenna LLP, Saltire Court, 20 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh

Following the RIAS Practice

Guide to Liquidated

Essentials CPD afternoon

Damages in Construction

on 22 March 2017 a series of

Contracts,

three practice notes relating to

•

Timing of Certificates

appointments and effective fee

Following Practical

arrangements will be published

Completion.

in Practice Information over the
next few months. Watch out for
the following titles:
•

Making Effective Fee
Arrangements

•

Exploring Design and Build
Scenarios

•

Design Team Commissions:
Single Point Responsibility
and Sub-consultancy
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completion,
•
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Procurement

Historic Environment

Planning
and Building
Standards

BIM for Heritage:
Developing a Historic
Building Information
Model

Consultation – Funding of
the Scottish EPC Register

Six months after the Cole Inquiry

Historic England has published

A short consultation to seek

Report into the ‘Edinburgh

a technical advice document BIM

views on ways to fund the

Schools Buildings Failures’

for Heritage: Developing a Historic

Scottish Energy Performance

(ESBF) the Scottish Government

Building Information Model. It is

Certificate Register has taken

Construction Procurement Policy

now available for download from

place. The objective is to adjust

Unit has issued interim guidance.

the HE website.

the level of funding for the

Scottish Procurement
Construction Policy Note
(CPN) 01/2017

RIAS Conservation CPD
Seminar

The policy note (CPN) 01/2017

As noted on the website

concerns interim guidance for

this free publication on Building

Register (SEPCR) by increasing

site inspection and assurance on

Information Modelling for

the statutory fee paid by users

heritage (Historic BIM) offers

for lodging of data to the register.

guidance for owners, end-users

The aim is to provide resources

and professionals in the fields

adequate to support effective

of heritage and construction.

operation and maintenance of

By raising awareness of the

register systems.

behalf of public sector clients.
The RIAS understands that this
is the first CPN to be issued,
further notes will be issued on

RIAS CPD
Conservation Seminar: More Conservation Challenges
Wednesday 31st May 2017, 1.00pm - 5.00pm
Scottish Storytelling Centre, 43-45 High Street, Edinburgh eh1 1sr

BOOKING FORM

an ad hoc basis as and when
The 2017 RIAS Conservation

potential advantages of a BIM

CPD Seminar took place on

approach, this guidance aims

will be keeping a watching brief

Wednesday 31 May 2017, at the

to help users successfully

on further guidance in view of

Story-telling Centre in Edinburgh.

implement BIM in heritage

the importance of this matter

This year the seminar, which

projects.

and will be looking for the Policy

was attended by over 80

Unit to clarify directions.

delegates, drew attention to

latest in the series of technical

developments in different fields

guidance produced by Historic

the Procurement section of the

with new technical advice and

England. Aimed at anyone

Scottish Government website.

guidance and the application

working on heritage projects this

of technology. The programme

provides practical guidance on

was designed primarily for

surveying, managing and caring

conservation accredited

for historic buildings and their

architects but provided a

settings, as well as specialist

very good introduction to

techniques for investigating

conservation challenges for

heritage.

appropriate.
The RIAS Practice Committee

To view CPN 01/2017, visit

Scottish Energy Performance

This document forms the

those interested in applying for
conservation accreditation in the
future.

General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

edobie@rias.org.uk
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General
Practice

Planning and Building Standards

Building Standards Fee
Consultation

Scottish Government Review of the Planning System

RIAS Alert on Fire Safety

The Scottish Government

The Scottish Government has

of LRB’s and enable the greater

The RIAS continues to receive

response to the consultation

published its Position Statement

use of independent mediation

communications from practices

on the increasing of building

on proposed changes to the

and facilitation in engagement

seeking advice on how to

warrant and other associated

Scottish Planning system. This

with local communities. The

respond to requests from clients

fees to make the building

follows the consultations on the

use of Supplementary Planning

in the wake of the Grenfell Tower

standards system achieve full

Scottish Government’s Places,

Guidance (SPG’s) to supplement

tragedy. These enquiries are

cost recovery and place it on a

People and Planning White Paper.

Development Plan Policies,

concerned with the fire safety

sustainable footing for the future

The Planning Bill will now be

should not be discontinued,

of their occupied buildings (not

has now been published.

introduced early in the current

as they can be used to reflect

just high rise but all types of

parliamentary session. The key

local and current conditions,

buildings).

proposals for the Bill are set out

particularly when the time frame

in RIAS Practice Note OS1710

for Local Development Plans will

private owners / landlords) are

Scottish Position Statement on

be extended.

responsible through a duty holder

Planning Reforms.

Among the issues raised

These clients (public and

for self-assessment of fire safety

and discussed was that 30% of

risks so they should have their

Committee maintains direct

the landscape skills have been

buildings, periodically audited by

involvement in Scottish

lost from local authorities, at a

fire and rescue services.

Government consultations and

time when there is an increased

is represented at the Scottish

need for good urban design

from architects to requests for

Planning and Environmental

and placemaking. Local Place

advice from clients is to draw

Appeals (DPEA) division

Plans should be consistent with

attention to the duty holder’s

stakeholder’s workshops.

the Local Development Plan

responsibility and recommend

The Committee Convener,

to combine in the delivery of

they engage an appropriately

Hugh Crawford, attended

places for the public good. There

qualified fire safety engineer to

the BEFS workshops and

needs to be an effective dialogue

check their building’s fire safety

contributed to a joint response

between land use planning and

provisions and report back to

of the stakeholders forum to the

community planning. There

the client.

Scottish Government Position

is strong support for regional

Statement on Planning Reforms.

planning, especially at the

engineer may collaborate with

At the latest meeting of

landscape scale. There is little

the architect who has a duty

BEFS, to frame up the collective

support for third party rights

under her/his PII to recognise the

response, there remains some

of appeal. Regarding Simplified

limits of her/his skills.

strength of feeling about the

Planning Zones (SPZ’s), these

Architects are cautioned

continuing and enhanced role of

may not speed up the process

not to undertake investigations

Local Review Bodies (LRB’S) and

of planning, due to the other

/ inspections or fire safety

the essential need for training

consents which may be needed;

assessments without the advice

of councillors appointed to

it seems to be a mechanism

and guidance of qualified fire

serve on these. There is a need

looking for a purpose.

safety engineers engaged by duty

The RIAS Planning

The professional response

If necessary, the fire safety

holders. Architects PII may be at

to improve the effectiveness

risk without a suitable disclaimer.

Graham Martin / Eric Marchant
RIAS Building Standards Group
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General Practice
Practical Fire Safety
Guidance for Existing
Non-Residential Premises
A guidance note on fire safety
responsibilities for business

Design Council Resources
Designing out crime
A designers’ guide

Green Home Loans
Architects may wish to inform
their clients that home-

owners of non-residential

owners can now apply for

premises was published on 18th

an interest free loan of up to

August 2017. It consolidates

£32,500 to improve the energy

and supersedes a number of

efficiency and use of renewable

individual Scottish Government

technologies in their properties.

guides and introduces a

Loan Scheme – launched on May

changes in the revision aimed

2 – makes a total of £34 million

at improving duty holders’

•

•

•

•

Bringing inclusive
design into built
environment education
July 2017

of funding available to owner1

Design out crime

superseded are:
•

Teaching and Learning
Briefing Guide

The Home Energy Scotland

substantial number of editorial

understanding. The guides

Bringing Inclusive Design
into Built Environment
Education

occupiers and private landlords
to install energy efficiency

Practices may be interested in

measures, such as external or

The Construction Industry

Practical Fire Safety Guidance

the Design Council’s archive of

internal wall insulation, double

Council (CIC) has published a

for Educational and Day

reports, case studies and guides.

glazing, boilers, warm air units

Teaching and Learning Briefing

Care for Children Premises:

The resource section includes

and other forms of renewable

Guide called ‘Bringing Inclusive

February 2008

guides on designing out crime,

technology that can be used in

Design into Built Environment

Practical Fire Safety Guidance

designing places for healthy

the home.

Education’. The Guide is aimed at

for Places of Entertainment

living and design and access

and Assembly: December

statements. The resources are

been created by combining

Its purpose is to illustrate

2007

free to download and can be

two separate and existing

the key issues in terms of

Practical Fire Safety Guidance

found via the following site:

programmes, the Home Energy

improving knowledge, skills and

for Factories and Storage

www.designcouncil.org.uk/

Efficiency Programme for

understanding in the creation of

Premises: February 2008

resources/search/bundle/guide.

Scotland Loans Scheme and

an accessible and inclusive built

Practical Fire Safety Guidance

the Home Energy Scotland

environment. The Briefing Guide

for Offices, Shops and Similar

Renewable Loan Scheme. It

is a free resource. This Teaching

Premises: February 2008

contains an up to 25% cash back

and Learning Briefing Guide

Practical Fire Safety Guidance

offer for a limited time.

follows on from the publication,

for Transport Premises:
February 2008

The updated scheme has

For further information

all built environment educators.

in March, of CIC’s ‘Essential

visit news.gov.scot/news/green-

Principles for Built Environment

home-loans.

Professionals’ which set out six
key principles to help all built
environment professionals
create and deliver an accessible
and inclusive built environment.
The guide can be
downloaded from the CIC
website.
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Setting the
standard for timber

Watch the drone factory tour on our website
Please get in touch to discuss your timber requirements:

Tel: 01738 840258 www.glenalmondtimber.com
Glenalmond Timber Company, Station Road, Methven,Perthshire PH1 3QF

Specialists in
professional indemnity
insurance for architects,
engineers, contractors
and other construction
professionals

At Lockton, we have many years of experience placing professional
indemnity insurance for architects, engineers and construction
professions in the UK and globally.
With comprehensive cover created to match your specific business requirements, we
represent your interests, not those of your insurers.
With over £60 million specifically in construction professional indemnity insurance premiums
placed in the UK, we have the influence to ensure the best result for you.
For more information please contact:
Lorraine Boyle
e: lorraine.boyle@uk.lockton.com | t: +44 (0)13 1345 5552

Proud sponsors of the Festival
of Architecture 2017

Lockton Companies LLP. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
A Lloyd’s broker. Registered in England & Wales at The St Botolph Building, 138
Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7AG. Company No. OC353198.

Broking done differently
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Insurance
Key Considerations to Help Limit Professional Indemnity Liability
and Mitigate Claims
“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound
of cure”
A close focus on areas of concern,
from the very beginning to the bitter end,
can reduce risk. Below is our 24-point

9. Use traditional forms of building contract
where possible. Seek legal and insurance
advice on any changes, or bespoke
building contracts.
10. Design within your competence. If you

20. Assess project risks. Seek to mitigate
potential loss using risk management.
21. Use profession guidance procedures
such as the RIAS Practice Services.
22. Undertake Continuous Professional

best practice guide to help you reduce

take on work of a different size, type

Development (CPD) to stay current with

professional liability claims. These points

or complexity to the mainstay of your

practice. Identify areas of weakness and

deserve close attention, as gaps or failures in

practice, properly evaluate any new skills

any of these areas can contribute to claims,

that may be required, or consider a sub-

or even increase the likelihood of them

consultant with proven expertise.

occurring.

11. Check sub-consultants used have
appropriate PI insurance in place and

1.

Prior to employment ensure you receive

that you have a written and signed sub-

a written project brief from the potential

consultancy agreement that clearly states

employer, with the exact requirements
set out. Where appropriate state specific
exclusions to your services.
2. Upon employment always insist upon a

contain exclusions from their standard
services which have implications for

what is required.
Always ensure you do background

obligations, for example, when signing
mortgage draw-down certificates.

history of conflict may cause claims.

done. Otherwise you may be liable.

4. Do not go beyond your contractual

15. Use disclaimers where possible and

responsibilities for any reason.

always be aware of potential issues

Obtain a written record of any scope

arising with (i) consumers and (ii) reliance

changes requested to the project. Ensure

on third party representation.

7.

16. If building works are abandoned

these changes and send written

by the contractor, seek to have the

confirmation of the impact on cost and

employer adequately weatherproof the

fees due to the architect. Do not assume

building if possible. If acting as contract

the client should know.

administrator, advise the client of the

6. Carefully specify the scope and extent of

correct procedure.

the inspection role agreed and warn the

17. Be cautious in using new or unfamiliar

client in writing of risk of insufficient site

products or building systems. Confirm

visits.

that such products or systems have been

Be aware of known risk areas for

independently tested and are suitable for

architects such as “slips, trips, and falls”
for example, or “hazards associated with
building surveys”.
8. Ensure that only reputable contractors
are appointed and where you have no

use in the proposed context and climate.
18. Notify your insurers promptly in relation

on the best insurance option, please speak
to your Marsh contact.
At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

RIAS Insurance Services
Orchard Brae House
30 Queensferry Road

regularly updated.

Edinburgh eh4 2hs

19. Seek to use Net Contribution Clauses and
Liability Cap Clauses in your employer

by inspecting their work, or seeking

contracts where feasible.
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For further information, or you are unclear

to any potential claim. Keep the insurer

direct experience of them, satisfy yourself
references.

Client Executive Marsh Limited

architects.

14. Only certify work that has been properly

it is clear that the employer requested

Kevin Anderson

13. Do not take on fitness for purpose

checks on new clients. Clients with a

5.

experience.
24. Keep good records per ARB standard 4.3.

tanking. Many engineers’ appointments

scope of services and the terms of your
ARB Code of Conduct stipulates exactly

the requisite qualifications, skills and

potential overlaps with engineers, such as

clear, signed agreement to reflect the full
specific appointment. Standard 4.4 of the

3

their scope of service.
12. Clarify any areas of potential ambiguity or

obtain training.
23. When hiring staff establish that they have

Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
kevin.anderson2@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Finance

Why it Pays to Pay for Financial Advice
It is shocking how often we hear people say

well, only a professional has the specialist

sell to you. This practice was stopped in 2012,

that they get their financial advice from an

knowledge to help you maximise your

meaning you will always be charged a fee for

unqualified friend. No matter how well-

finances.

investment advice.

qualified financial adviser, you cannot be sure

How Can We Help You?

Graham Macleod

that you are getting the best possible advice.

At Tilney, our advisers spend their days

Chartered Financial Planner, Tilney

To put it another way, you wouldn’t ask a

helping people to achieve their goals. No two

friend to remove a tooth or wire your home

clients are the same – our service is personal.

unless they were a qualified professional. So

You may need advice on a one-off basis for a

why is it, when it comes to future finances,

specific goal, such as planning for retirement

people shun professional advice and go with

or managing Inheritance Tax. For more

what their friends say?

complex needs we can create a full financial

meaning their intentions are, unless they are a

plan that covers all areas of your finances.

What is a Financial Adviser?

Our advisers take every aspect of your

In a nutshell, a qualified financial adviser is

finances into consideration, including your tax

an individual whose job it is to get the most

situation, to understand how advice in one

out of your finances. Their work is regulated

area might have an impact on others.

by the Financial Conduct Authority. What

They are specialists in many areas

services they provide and which areas they

including pensions and retirement, estate

specialise in often vary between firms and

planning and Inheritance Tax, long-term care,

even between individual advisers.

saving for children, plus many more. Their
specialist knowledge means they know all

This article was provided by Tilney.
Readers may wish to contact them or
their own independent financial advisor
to ensure that their retirement and other
financial planning is on a sound footing.
To book a no-obligation initial

Why Cheaper Isn’t Necessarily Better

the fine details of tax and pension legislation

It is probably safe to assume that people

and what you can and can’t do to make the

take financial advice from friends rather than

most of your money. This is particularly

a professional because of cost. While your

evident when it comes to pensions and

friend is unlikely to charge you, you could

retirement planning. According to The Value

potentially be losing out on more than just

of Financial Advice, from 2012-14, the average

the adviser’s fee. A recent report called The

pension value of those surveyed who had not

Value of Financial Advice, published by the

received financial advice between 2001 and

International Longevity Centre and Royal

2007 was £149,814, compared to the £177,471

London, showed that on average, the people

belonging to advised individuals. That is a

surveyed who received professional financial

staggering difference of £27,657 – an amount

advice between 2001 and 2007 accumulated

unlikely to be outweighed by any fees. What

approximately £41,000 more than those who

would you do with this extra money?

financial planning services. The value

Our fees

from them, can go down as well as up and

did not,
“Once customers realise that the benefits
are likely to outweigh the costs, then advice

There is no charge for your first conversation

will no longer be seen as expensive.” - The

with an adviser and we always agree all fees

Value of Financial Advice

in writing before starting work together.

Think about the role of an architect.

Fees are usually based on the complexity of

Your clients could try to design the layout

the advice that you require, whether we are

of their house themselves but if they hire a

advising you on a specific area or your overall

good architect, they are likely to get more

finances. Our fees may also be based on a

space and a better layout – that’s what you’re

percentage of the value of assets that you

trained to do. It’s exactly the same when it

need advising on or an hourly rate. Contrary

comes to financial advice. While you may

to popular belief, advisers are no longer paid

have a good idea of what will and won’t work

commission on any investment products they

consultation please contact Graham
MacLeod on 0141 227 8018 or email
Graham.MacLeod@Tilney.co.uk.

Tilney is an award winning financial
planning and investment company with
a heritage of more than 180 years. They
look after more than £20 billion on behalf
of their clients and offer investment
management, investment advisory and
of investments and the income derived
you can get back less than you originally
invested. This is not advice to invest, or
to use any of our services. Prevailing tax
rates and reliefs are dependent on your
individual circumstances and are subject
to change. We do not give tax advice.
Advice in relation to Tax and Inheritance
Tax Planning is not regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority. However, the
products used in relation to mitigate Tax
and Inheritance Tax may be regulated.
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SPONSOR

Professional Indemnity Insurance

WORKING TOGETHER
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
KEVIN ANDERSON
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House
30 Queensferry Road
Edinburgh, EH4 2HS
+44 (0)1313 114 106
kevin.anderson2@marsh.com

RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen

Silver Medal Entry

The Chapter Council has been busy over the summer months

meetings, it highlights to me the wide range of matters which the RIAS

developing our programme for the Festival of Architecture legacy

represents its membership and the wider architectural profession on.

initiative. Our signature event is the creation of a Virtual Camera

From influence in shaping national planning policy to preparation of

Obscura in the Quadrangle of Aberdeen’s iconic Marischal College – a

up-to-date contract documentation, the RIAS is a key contributor in

temporary pavilion will house a digital projection system which will

this sector. I look forward to supporting the Incorporation and Chapter

provide the public access to view at close quarters footage recorded

membership in striving towards raising the profile and recognition of

by a drone of the area around and above the quadrangle.

the value of architects in the built environment.

Our second initiative is the creation of a planning design tool –

We are in the process of developing the Chapter’s design awards

based on the Model City created last year, this model enables public

scheme with a view to its launch in late autumn. Having seen an

interaction in the design process associated with developing blocks of

ongoing rise in the number and quality of applications, we hope to

building uses around a docklands location. Both events aim to build

attract many worthy nominations for this year’s scheme, results of

on the very successful events of 2016. Public engagement in the design

which will be announced at our Annual Dinner in 2018.

process allows consideration of our built environment from a different

On the back of the success of this year’s event in Stirling, the

point of view. It is proposed that both these initiatives will be rolled

RIAS’s national convention is due to be hosted by the Aberdeen

out across the wider region in due course.

Chapter in 2018. We look forward to welcoming you all to our

In May, a delegation of the Chapter Council visited Aberdeen’s
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture to view the works of the
fifth-year students. We were very impressed by the quality of design

wonderful region in supporting us to make this another memorable
event.
Finally, we were honoured to have been granted a Civic Reception

and depth of investigation on display in the all the schemes, which

by Aberdeen City Council in recognition of the Society’s contribution

ultimately made our selection of the best piece of work for the

to the northeast of Scotland and the City in particular. Hosted by the

Chapter’s Student Silver Medal Award very difficult. However at last

city’s Lord Provost, the prestigious event was held in the wonderful

one was identified – the announcement will be made at a formal

Town & County Hall on 12th September.

presentation ceremony in the autumn.
My role as Chapter President assigns me a seat at the table of the
RIAS’s national committees and steering groups. Having now attended

Dave Chouman FRIAS

a number of President’s Policy Committee and national Council

President ASA
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Dundee

Speedwell Bar

St Salvadors

DIA Council takes a break over the summer but that doesn’t mean

with a Europe-wide network of partners promoting, producing and

nothing is happening.

distributing art works in public space.

Last year Doors Open Day almost didn’t happen in Dundee. The

Underlying the theme of the day was the proposed development

organisation that had run it for some time was unable to continue. DIA

of West Ward Works, a former industrial building that once housed

stepped in at the last minute to save the day. This year the DIA is again

production of DC Thomson’s annuals, to create a new artistic hub in

promoting and managing DoD Dundee on 16th and 17th September.

the city. During the day the cultural history of Dundee was related.

Particular thanks are due to Fraser Middleton and his team for

Significant waypoints along this journey include the McManus

organising free access to forty-five buildings some of which the public

Galleries, Dundee Rep, Dundee Contemporary Arts and the soon to be

would not normally get into. There are too many venues to describe

opened V & A. These landmarks are significant pieces of architecture,

here but they include a wooden hulled frigate from 1824, an office

important for what they contain and also as built expressions of the

building out of shipping containers, a world class cancer research

life of the city.

centre and a well-preserved Edwardian pub.

DIA Council reconvenes in September. The first order of business

As our contribution to this year’s RIAS Festival of Architecture,

is to invite entries for this year’s architectural awards. The winners will

DIA is running a Photo Marathon linked to Doors Open Day. Over the

be announced at the DIA Dinner in November. We are looking forward

weekend people in Dundee are invited to take and upload a series

to matching the quality of last year’s entries.

of photographs on architectural themes. The list of themes will be

At the end of August DIA helped to promote a workshop by Local

published on the morning. Entrants will have to be creative and fast

Authority Building Standards Scotland (LABSS) and the Federation of

on their feet to complete the challenge in time.

Master Builders in Dundee. Recent shocking events in London and

Incidentally, we have a couple of legacy items from last year’s
Festival of Architecture.
Christine Palmer, Past President DIA, gave a presentation to a

at Edinburgh schools have caused us all to reflect on how buildings
are currently designed, procured, built and managed. The workshop
looked at issues of compliance, monitoring, standards and skills across

forum organised by Arts & Business Scotland on the People’s Tower

the industry. The need for urgent change and improvement was

event. It’s good that it’s still being talked about in Dundee and further

recognised. This is where architects can and should, be leading the

afield. The DIA’s mobile architectural crazy golf course is now open

process.

for business at Drumoig Golf Club and will be appearing again at next
year’s Dunhill Championship.
Like many cities, Dundee is changing, the old industrial certainties

When I started in this business, a clever architect told me that yes,
we can create frozen music and maybe design a better world but it’s
my job and your job to get it right.

have gone and it’s now developing as a centre of creative arts and
industries. It’s a place where they still make things and things happen.
I recently represented DIA at a symposium supporting Dundee’s

Diarmid McLachlan RIAS

bid to be European Capital of Culture 2023. This included talks

President DIA
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Edinburgh
It has been another busy period for the Edinburgh Architectural
Association, despite our summer recess in July. With the assistance
of the RIAS and ECAN (Edinburgh Chartered Architects Network)
the EAA continues to lobby the City of Edinburgh Council for
improvements to the Planning and Building Warrant application
process. This has been an ongoing issue of concern with evidence
of significant delays in processing applications. EAA/ECAN
representatives attended a customer forum workshop held by the City
of Edinburgh Council in June, which involved over 60 participants. The
Council has since reported that they are looking to implement some of
the ideas brought forward at the workshop, to improve their service.
In June, EAA Council travelled on the new Borders railway to
Galashiels to hold a joint meeting with the Borders Architects Group
(www.bordersarchitecture.co.uk). Established in the 1970s and
affiliated to the Edinburgh Architectural Association, membership of
BAG is open to all registered architects living or working in the Scottish
Borders. The group aims to raise the profile of the profession and
promote good architecture and design in the locality. BAG organises
a series of events and talks, offering local CPD, in addition to that
provided by the EAA. Our joint Council meeting with BAG was
followed by an informative architectural tour of Galashiels, kindly
provided by Colin Gilmour and Mark Douglas.
Following the success of Festival of Architecture 2016, a mini
festival was proposed for September 2017. The EAA’s contribution
has been to bring to public view, an excellent exhibition on Scottish
Modernism, produced by final year students at the Scott Sutherland
School of Architecture, in Aberdeen. The display features thirty-four
post war Scottish buildings, ranging from St Peter’s Seminary to the
Forth Road Bridge, illustrated through photographs, display panels
and beautifully produced models by the students. The exhibition is
a fascinating showcase of an ambitious era of Scottish design that
propelled the careers of a generation of significant architects.

Model of St Peter’s Seminary from Modernism in Scotland exhibition
© Donald Canavan

Our original intention was to hold the exhibition in the EAA
chapter area, however a shortage of available public display space,
lead us to the door of the Lighthouse in Glasgow and the kind offer
to host the exhibition from Architecture and Design Scotland. This
provided an ideal public space to display the students’ work, but also
offered the EAA an opportunity to collaborate with our sister group
the Glasgow Institute of Architects, to host a joint event. The result has
been a truly collaborative effort to bring the exhibition to the Scottish
central belt, between the students from Aberdeen, the EAA, GIA and
A&DS. We very much hope you made it along.
Joint meeting of EAA and BAG June 2017

Julie Wilson RIAS
President EAA
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Glasgow

Modernism in Scotland exhibition launch

The Complexity of Void

The summer break is definitely over for the GIA. As I write we have

GIA, open to students throughout the UK, is normally held every three

had a week of exciting events starting with the opening of this year’s

years for a hand drawn piece of work. To mark ‘Greek’ Thomson’s

CPD season which kicked off with the first of a double-header of

bicentenary, the GIA held a special one-off competition outwith this

talks by the winners of last year’s GIA awards. Ann Nisbet Studio

cycle with the output being a written, rather than drawn, piece. The

presented the Supreme Award winning Newhouse of Auchengree,

winner was Alastair Reid with The Complexity of Void a compelling and

a contemporary farmhouse rooted in its context. Lineararchitecture

evocative reflection on Berlin’s Tempelhof airfield.

showed their MhorMicro project, a series of crafted micro scale

The winner will be presenting their work at a new regular event

buildings and HLM Architects presented Tigh na Croit, a fully certified

that the GIA is inaugurating this autumn called PaperCUT. This social

Passivhaus in the Highlands and winner of the GIA Sustainability

evening for sharing and discussion will be an itinerant event held

Award.

in various architects’ offices around our Chapter and will no doubt

The following evening GIA Chapter members joined their
colleagues from RICS and other disciplines at our joint networking

feature another outing of the Architecture IPA.
At the end of September, we will be having our annual lecture.

drinks, a fantastic event with no real agenda other than getting to

This normally takes place in conjunction with our AGM but this year

know contemporaries in a relaxed informal atmosphere.

we decided to decouple this so that we can hold a joint event with

Finally the GIA co-hosted the opening of the Modernism in

Strathclyde University Architecture Department and have invited

Scotland launch at the Lighthouse. This exhibition of informative

Richard Lavington of award winning Maccreanor Lavington Architects

panels and models created by the students of Scott Sutherland

to come and talk on the theme of housing. He will be spending time

School of Architecture showcases 34 post-war modernist buildings in

with the students in the afternoon and in the evening will be speaking

Scotland. The exhibition is supported by the Edinburgh Architectural

to Chapter members in the Alexander Thomson designed St Vincent

Association as part of this year’s Festival of Architecture. The launch

Street Free Church, a venue chosen to celebrate the bicentenary.

party saw the first outing of the new batch of Architecture IPA which

Finally, entries are now being invited for this year’s GIA Awards

has been rebranded to recognise the start of the GIA’s 150th birthday

which will be celebrated at our annual dinner in November. We are

year. The IPA will be popping up at our events throughout the year to

delighted to have Keith Williams (www.keithwilliamsarchitects.com)

mark this landmark anniversary. It was great to share the event with

as our guest head judge this year. Keith will keep the judging team

a neighbouring association. Hopefully this will lead to further cross

in line and ensure standards are maintained in working through the

Chapter events.

high-quality work from within the Chapter. Keith is an award-winning

This exhibition is one of two currently running at the Lighthouse
with the support of the GIA as we have sponsored the Lines of

architect, best known for his Athlone Civic Centre in Ireland, who was
tutored at the Strathclyde School.

Thought exhibition, organised by the Alexander Thomson Society,
which includes originals of Thomson’s work and studies of his
buildings by others.
Coincidentally, the same week saw the announcement of the
Alexander Thomson Scholarship. This competition organised by the

Tim Gray RIAS
President GIA
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Inverness

Girnal, Rodel, Isle of Harris

In the autumn report, we note with appreciation visits from both the
RIBA and RIAS Presidents.
During the Chapter Presidencies of Dr. Gordon Anderson and Les
Hutt, it was decided to invite the RIBA President, Jane Duncan, to visit

Kyle of Sutherland Development Trust

The ‘Building our Islands’ project (the Outer Hebrides element of
the Festival of Architecture), was aptly showcased in a presentation
made in An Lanntair, the arts centre in Stornoway.
Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS and chair of WIAG summarised the whole

the Chapter. With Gordon’s background in the Western Isles, it was

initiative by stating, “the project was an opportunity for engagement

agreed that this should include Stornoway as well as Inverness.

and communication which is essential for our next generation’s

On 12 July 2017, after several false starts, Jane made her way

interest and inspiration in the built environment”. A series of events

from the South of England via Glasgow up over the Western Isles to

included two street lantern parades with schoolchildren in Harris

Stornoway. She attended a meeting of the Western Isles Architects

and Stornoway; a collection of images of buildings around the islands

Group (WIAG), a showing of the “Building our Islands” project and a

photographed by John Maher, a schools educational booklet in Gaelic

visit to Lews Castle. A short tour of the west side of Lewis included the

and English by Catherine Yeatman and an architectural guide leaflet

Garenin and Arnol blackhouses and that ended at Carloway Tweedmill

to the islands. The ‘BoI’ project was delivered through a collaboration

- thereafter returning to a Chapter reception in Stornoway.

between WIAG and An Lanntair, along with help from local schools

Jane also noted the practical challenges facing rural practices as
they maintain and develop design skills. This was emphasised during a
visit to Dr. Anderson’s office where the President had an opportunity
to meet with the design team.
The next day was a whistle stop tour around Inverness,

and TIG, the housing development agency, with funding from HIE,
CNES and other bodies.
Council gathered informally in Inverness at the beginning of
August to meet with our new RIAS President, Stewart Henderson and
were appreciative and supportive of his engaging style of leadership

incorporating a meeting with Inverness based members and a visit

and ethos of continuing development within the Incorporation.

to Eden Court Theatre. The Chapter was delighted that Sir James

Stewart was appreciative of our representation nationally at RIAS

Dunbar-Nasmith, the original architect of Eden Court, was available

Council and the meeting agreed to accept Dr. Gordon Anderson’s offer

to show us round and discuss some of the challenges faced in the

to sit on the RIAS Practice Committee as a nominated IAA Council

construction of the theatre back in 1976.

representative.

The 16th September saw a rerun of SketchIness, our Urban

I would like to thank all who so willingly take ownership of events

Sketching day. Mentored by two local artists we spent a day sketching

and give their time in the advancement of architecture and the

the urban fabric of Inverness.

fellowship that undergirds our charter.

Plans are underway for the November CPD event. This year it will
be held at Clashmore Hall, with Richard Murphy as our principal guest

Continued support from Neil Baxter and the team at RIAS is
greatly appreciated.

speaker. It will also include optional site visits to Dornoch Court House
and the Falls of Shin Visitor Centre, discussions on CLT construction,

Neil Ferguson RIAS

plus RIAS Appointments, JCT Contracts and CDM updates.

President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling

Rooftops of Stirling

Our new session commenced on a sound footing with new Chapter

a definite lack of experienced and suitable architectural staff to deal

President Liliane McGeoch in post and a full complement sitting

with this increased workload. Many of our practices are individual

on council. A full programme of CPD, building visits and awards is

practitioners and the leap from that status to employing people can be

planned for members.

difficult. Employing even one person brings with it bucket-loads of red

Absent from our first meeting was one stalwart, who was
otherwise engaged at his Sarasota coastal property returning from
sheltering inland from the wrath of Hurricane Irma. Mercifully, apart

tape all of which takes up precious time. ‘Employment LT’ is what we
need for ‘people employing people or less’.
Using self-employed assistance is becoming extremely attractive

from a lack of power and no running water, his house seems to have

to smaller practices and offers a great deal of flexibility and

escaped the worst of the battering and only minor clearing up will be

independence to both parties. A number of staffers have moved

required. One of our staff is originally from Mexico, referring to the

into self-employment to avoid the expensive and time-consuming

recent earthquake there, reminded us all of how lucky we are to live in

commute into Glasgow or Edinburgh. One person who recently took

Scotland. It may rain a lot but we are not subject to natural disasters,

the plunge into self-employment would not now ever consider going

turning people’s lives upside down and bringing chaos in a matter of

back to the commute.

minutes.

Onwards and upwards.

With the recent retirement of two members, Stirling Chapter area
has few architects who have Conservation Accreditation. Consensus

Note: from Jocelyn Cunliffe, Convenor RIAS Conservation

among our flock is that obtaining accreditation is very time-consuming

Some years ago we introduced greatly simplified forms for Conservation

and how do you gain experience when you are unable to work on

Accreditation, so applying need not be onerous. Relevant experience can

Historic Environment Scotland funded projects without having that

be on any historic building, not necessarily listed buildings and if projects

Accreditation? With very few local suitable architects accredited where

are privately funded they do not require an accredited architect – this

do you find someone to provide mentoring?

route has served many of those who are now on the accredited list. Also

Most local practices have the necessary skills required to carry

our mentoring scheme can be undertaken remotely with a limited number

out the refurbishment of a 1900 slate roofed, stone built, four-storey

of face to face meetings – so that should be possible for anyone within

tenement building. Despite this, there is no involvement with the £5.5

the central belt.

million current Town Heritage Initiative in Falkirk.
Word on the street is that all local practices are very busy, more
so than since the downturn in 2008. This has highlighted that there is

Tommy Thomson RIAS
Past President SSA
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Fabric First

We are one of the proud sponsors.

Val-U-Therm PLUS ensures space heating energy costs can be dramatically reduced whilst
giving class leading speed of construction, extremely low U values and exceptional air tightness.
AIRTIGHTNESS

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

www.scotframetimberengineering.co.uk

SPEED OF
CONSTRUCTION

A GUIDE TO

Sanitary Pipework Design
This seminar is designed to help further the understanding of key elements
of sanitary pipework design.
The key learning aims of the presentation are:
• Background of sanitary standards

• Calculation of design flow & sizing discharge stacks

• The format of BS EN 12056

• Classification & sizing of air admittance valves

• Terminology & system classification

marleypd.co.uk

A GUIDE TO

Modern Concealed Sanitary Systems
This seminar is designed to help further in the understanding
of the product attributes and applications of sanitary systems.
The key learning aims of the presentation are:
• Benefits of concealed sanitary systems in commercial washrooms
and residential bathrooms.
• Design considerations, typical applications & installation details.
• Sanitary frames and cisterns – Product design and technology.
• Industry regulations, sustainability and specification tools.

TRUST MULTIKWIK
MULTIKWIK.COM
If you would like to book one of the above
CPDs then please email your details to:

cpd@aliaxis.co.uk
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Chartered Architect
Council Report
september 2017

President’s Diary

Council adopted the Management Accounts up to the end of
June 2017, showing a surplus of £6,359, compared to the budgeted
surplus of £9,213 – an overall adverse variance of £2,855. This is an
improvement to the forecast at the first quarter, which predicted a net
surplus of £5,273. It was also noted that the format of future accounts
would be reviewed.
The Membership Report was noted, with five deaths, nine
removals, 11 resignations, four transfers to Retired, five reinstatements,
14 elections to Student Membership, four elections to Associate
Membership, 22 elections to Membership, three nominations to
Fellowship and one nomination to Honorary Fellowship.
RIAS Late Summer Fellows’ Reception
© Malcolm Cochrane

june

Council agreed that comments on the draft RIAS Strategy for 20172022 should be sought from the wider membership (via e-bulletin).
Council approved an RIAS Position Statement on EU Regulations

14

RIAS Awards Dinner, Murrayfield Stadium / Edinburgh

and the Great Repeal Bill. They also supported the re-tendering of the

22

RICS Dinner / Glasgow

Scottish Building Contract Committee contract.

28

RIBA 5 Presidents Meeting / London

Council were updated on procurement issues and they supported
the ongoing process of follow-up by the RIAS Practice Committee and

july

the Secretary on the Cole Report and the Grenfell Tower tragedy.
It was noted that the management of the Under One Roof website

03

PLEA Speakers’ Dinner - Hosted by PRIAS / Edinburgh

04

PLEA Conference Dinner / Edinburgh

is being transferred to Changeworks but was agreed that the RIAS

05

WCCA Dinner - RIAS presented with an award from ABS for

should still be involved on its Steering Group and that Jocelyn Cunliffe

fundraising / London

would be the RIAS’ nominated representative.
Proposed actions regarding Building Standards Verification in

06

RIBA Council / London

12

Met with Aberdeen Chapter President and Council Member /

Scotland were approved. It was agreed that clarification be sought on

Aberdeen

matters of service quality and competency and that our offer to help

RIAS/A&DS Student Awards Judging and Presentations /

be reiterated.

13

Edinburgh

august
04

2020 Visions Book Judging / Edinburgh

06

Represented the RIAS at the Service of Thanksgiving / St Giles,

It was also agreed that the RIAS would offer to facilitate a meeting
between the various parties and provide a progress report for
members, via the e-bulletin, asking that they continue to monitor and
report issues so that we can contact other councils as necessary.
A schedule of revisions to the suite of RIAS Standard Forms of

Edinburgh

Appointment was noted by Council. This was prompted, in part, by

14

Met with Chapter Presidents / Perth

users’ requests.

30

President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh

31 - 02/09 Doolan Judging Tour

september

Council considered more strongly enforcing its policy on
internships and non-payment of staff and agreed that fair pay should
be a requirement of Chartered Practice accreditation. Council is also
to consider improvements to the sound quality in the Council Room

13

RIAS Council / Edinburgh

and to ensure that there is an induction loop for Council and any other

19

RIAS Fellows’ Late Summer Reception / Edinburgh

meetings as required.

21

Cross Party Group on Architecture & the Built Environment /
Edinburgh

26

Gave a talk to Students at Edinburgh College of Art / Edinburgh

27

RIBA Council Induction / London

28

RIBA Council / London

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Karen Stevenson

Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

Director: Policy and Development
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Membership Report
The following deaths were
reported with regret:

Reinstatements to full
Membership:

Elections to Chartered
Membership:

Bernadette Balfe rias riba

William Crichton rias riba

Daria Belkouri rias riba

Peter Grenville Hurst Dale

Stephen Patrick Govan rias

Kevin Clarke rias riba
Mark Alexander Clasper rias

frias

riba

Alexander McLaren frias

Ainslie Scott rias

riba

Judith Pickles rias

Jennifer Shanks rias

Monica Corcoran rias riba

Trevor William Smith rias

Colin Simpson rias riba

Raphael Dunbar rias riba

RIAS Chapters

Aleksandra Fidos rias

Resignations reported:

Elections to Affiliate
Membership:

Susan Rachael Browne
Denis Chanarin

Jonathan Charles Gay

Aberdeen

Alice Henderson rias riba

Dundee

Jonathan Hines rias
Scott Parsons

Alexander Forbes Fairweather
Kristian Lee Forster

Michael FitzGerald rias riba

Elections to Associate
Membership:

Robert Gemmell

Raymond Low rias

Glasgow

Fiona MacGregor rias

Inverness

Matthew Charles MacKinnon

Stirling

rias riba

Justina Hwang

Ioannis Bourklakis

Claudio Marini rias riba

Donald Alexander McLean

Ryan Johnston

Michael Joseph McLoone rias

Mark Robert Duncan Orme

Yee Pei Lye

riba

Dermot Smyth

Findlay McPherson

Roy James Montgomery rias

Stefano Turato

Removals reported:

Edinburgh

Gavin Kirk rias riba

riba

Elections to Student
Membership:

Outwith

RIAS Membership
Categories

Shabnam Noor rias riba
Mariana Novosivchei rias riba

Associate

Gary Sutherland rias riba

Graduates/ pre-part III

Dario Alonzi

Matthew Gadie

Jen Zhen Xie rias riba

Affiliate

Kenneth Ronald Alexander

Ana Ruiz Giraud

Adam Wagg rias riba

Interest in architectural

David George Findlay

Karolina Krajcikova

Richard Scott Woodcock rias

profession

Joseph Anthony Macneil

Jamie Miller

riba

Students

Lewis Dunstan Martin

Li Zhen Ng

James Pye

Charalampos Pantazis

Mary Roslin

Ffion Mair Robert

Douglas Ian Martin Roxburgh

Natcha Ruamsanitwong

Thomas Craig frias

education

James Tait

Naomi Katharine Rubbra

Lamond Wilson Walker Laing

Chartered

Sopia P Rusinova

frias

Fully qualified ARB Registered

Taylor Hope Steel

Peter Mulvey frias

architects

Transfers to Retired
Membership approved:
Carol Anne Bulloch rias

Student of architecture

Elections to Fellowship:

Architects working in full time

Ruta Turcinaviciute

Fellow

Alexander Peter Basil Vile

Highest level of RIAS

Moa Karin Teresa Wintzell

Membership
Hon Fellow

William John Grime rias
Charles Alexander Strang rias
John S Thynne rias

Academic

Elections to Academic
Membership:

Person of distinction nominated
by the Incorporation’s members
Retired
Retired from architecture and

Theodoros Dounas

Charlene Rankin

employment

Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy
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Location: Perth College
Products: Colinwell EchoCheck
& Acousta Tex
Colour: Sandstone
Architect: Keppie Design Ltd

The most effective sound absorbing
Acoustic Masonry Block on the market

Helmholtz resonator
Acoustic absorber

Dovetail shape slots
efficiently convey sound
to the resonator
Blocks are manufactured from specially
selected sound porous aggregates using
65% recycled secondary aggregate content

colinwell.com
37 Colinglen Road
Dunmurry
Belfast
BT17 0LP

Tel 028 9061 8145
Fax 028 9062 4240
Email info@colinwell.com

If a job’s
worth doing,
it’s worth
doing ...
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Chartered Architect

© Malcolm Cochrane

© Osman Marfo-Gyasi

Honorary Fellowships

Jane Duncan PPRIBA
Jane trained at the Bartlett UCL and set up in practice almost
immediately after qualifying in 1992. Based in Little Chalfont,
Buckinghamshire, Jane Duncan Architects undertakes high-end
residential, sports and leisure, commercial and community projects. The
Practice boasts its ‘tenacious approach to planning’ alongside design
excellence as underpinning their many successful endeavours on behalf
of clients. Understated tenacity might also characterise the approach
of the practice’s eponymous founder to her diverse endeavours. In
September 2015, Jane became the 75th President of the RIBA.

John Campbell QC

During her RIBA tenure, Jane has spoken at two RIAS Conventions.
In the summer of 2017 Jane visited the Incorporation’s northernmost

John Campbell QC is a specialist in commercial, land & property,

Chapter, the Inverness Architectural Association, to experience

public law & equality issues. After a period working as a solicitor and

members’ work on the Isle of Lewis and enjoy the traditional hospitality

magistrate in Hong Kong, he was called to the Scottish Bar in 1981 and

for which our Gaelic colleagues are rightly renowned. Fortunately

admitted to Lincoln’s Inn in 1990. His primary practice areas are in

she has a strong constitution. In March 2016, Jane marked the RIAS

Town and Country Planning and Land Law.

centenary by bringing RIBA Council to Edinburgh and hosting a dinner
where the RIAS was celebrated as the Institute’s guests of honour.

John works all over the UK in planning matters and also in
alternative dispute resolution, particularly Arbitration. He is extensively

A one-time resident of Edinburgh, Jane is a strong advocate for

consulted by regulatory authorities, councils, members of the public

Scotland and for the Incorporation. Early in 2017 she helped ensure

and developers. A specialist in inquiry work, he has conducted many

that the last official exhibition of our 2016 Festival of Architecture was

types of statutory and non-statutory inquiry, he has acted as counsel

the showing of Scotstyle at the RIBA.

in arbitrations, is qualified to sit as an arbitrator and teaches and writes

Jane Duncan is a quiet but effective operator who has devoted
huge energy to help reform the RIBA and improve its performance for
members. She is a great advocate for architecture and has helped raise

on planning, environmental law, domestic and international arbitration
law and practice.
Best known for his work in the Scottish Parliament Inquiry, he

the profile of the profession at both the UK and international levels.

currently sits on the Construction Panel of Experts for the Mersey

Her work for women in architecture and in improving representation

Gateway Project, is the “go-to for strategic advice on wind farm

in the profession for minorities has been particularly notable - and

developments” and was a member of the Lord Provost of Edinburgh’s

effective.

Commission on properties in the common good.

Jane Duncan is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary Fellowship for

John Campbell is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary Fellowship for

services to our sister institute, the RIBA, and the international promotion

services to the Law, planning and construction in Scotland.

of architecture.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS Hon FRIBA

Secretary and Treasurer

Secretary and Treasurer
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Obituaries
Leslie Mitchell RIAS RIBA

Trevor William Calder Smith RIAS RIBA

7 March 1929 to 26 March 2017

8 March 1954 to 18 June 2017

Born in 1929, Leslie attended George

Born in Aberdeen in 1954 and brought up in

achievements, in 2013 Trevor was presented

Watson’s College. After National Services he

his home town, Trevor studied at The Scott

with the Aberdeen City Council, Award for

studied at Edinburgh College of Art on an

Sutherland School. On leaving he began

Respect; having been nominated by his

army scholarship. A travelling scholarship

working for Aberdeen City Council, where

Council employee peers.

allowed him to visit and study in Sweden. In

he enjoyed a long and fruitful career until his

his final year at ECA he came to the notice of

retiral at the end of 2016.

one of his tutors, Alan Reiach, who became

Trevor designed numerous buildings of

Trevor married Liz in 1984. His family
meant everything to him. They enjoyed many
breaks in the Cotswolds, weekends away

a catalyst in Leslie’s career. He joined Alan

the highest quality and ingenuity, negotiating

throughout Scotland and family holidays on

Reiach’s practice in 1958 which amalgamated

Aberdeen’s inherited architectural landscape

Mull where he indulges in his favourite tipple

with Eric Hall and Partners in 1965. Leslie

of douce granite with great skill. This was

of choice - a good Scotch.

became a partner in 1967.

true of the adaptive re-use of historic

Leslie’s strength at providing a very

A quiet and unassuming man, very

buildings and unique one-off designs in

laid back (in fact described by his son as

competent and reliable architectural

a contemporary idiom, each respecting

‘horizontal’) Trevor was also a man of strong

service twinned with his strong Edinburgh

their historic context. Among an extensive

opinion and keenly enthusiastic in all he

connections ensured an invaluable workflow

workload of civic, community and education

did, always with modesty. Although his

through the firm in the 1970s and 1980s. The

buildings his legacy includes the Beach

illness, diagnosed in 2014, cast a debilitating

principal strands of work were the Merchant

Leisure Centre, the Linx Ice Rink, Westburn

shadow, he remained Trevor. He refused to

Company, Church of Scotland and Lothian

Indoor Tennis Centre and the Hazlehead and

let his illness define him. His courage and

Health Board.

Rubislaw Pavilions.

brilliant, very dry wit, served him well. This

In retirement, Leslie retained a keen

Trevor acted as Project Architect for the

wonderfully warm, modest and good-

interest in the activities of Reiach and Hall.

refurbishment of prominent listed buildings

natured man died peacefully at home, in June;

He was particularly delighted to be invited

including the Town House, Glover House

surrounded by his loving family.

and able to attend the firm’s 50th anniversary

and the ‘glass box’ extension and extensive

Alan Bennet once said ‘Architecture is

celebrations in 2015.

refurbishment of His Majesty’s Theatre. His

what history leaves us’. Trevor delivered a

Maritime Museum is a ‘little gem’ which won

legacy which Aberdeen should be particularly

golf. A keen golfer from a young age, he was

Leslie’s passion outside of work was his

numerous architectural awards. The use of

proud of. A fundamentally decent man and

Captain of Mortonhall Golf Club twice and

glass, on both these buildings; helped re-

an intensely private individual, shunning

a Council Member of Luffness New Golf Club.

write the rule book for Aberdeen city centre.

personal publicity, Trevor was a local

A devoted family man, Leslie’s wife

Promoted in 2011 to Corporate Asset

champion of architecture. Architecture

Margo died eight years ago. He is survived by

and Capital Manager, Trevor saw himself first

and his native city are both the less for his

two daughters, Rona and Noreen and four

as a public servant but held a fundamental

passing.

grandchildren of whom he was very proud.

belief in the transformative power of good
architecture. If truth be known, he would

Trevor is survived by his wife, Liz, son
Cameron and daughter Nicole.

have preferred to stay at his drawing board.
Trevor was always approachable, made
time to listen and genuinely cared about the

Obituary kindly supplied by the family
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welfare of his staff. Alongside professional

Obituary kindly provided by Trevor Smith’s
family and Gordon G Smith FRIAS
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Alexander J McLaren FRIAS RIBA
22 February 1921 to 11 July 2017

Born in Callander in 1921, to a Scottish father

Alex became Clackmannanshire County

and a Cornish mother, Alex was educated

Architect in August 1970 and subsequently

at the McLaren High School, Callander then

Director of Architecture in the newly formed

apprenticed to Jack Bourne ARIAS. At the

Clackmannan District Council in 1975. He

outbreak of war he was sent to work in the

retired in 1982.

drawing office of Swan Hunter at Wallsend

A Past President of the Stirling Society

and subsequently Newcastle and Durham,

and a Fellow of the RIAS, as well as a member

where he met and married his wife, Wynn.

of the Association of Chief Architects of

Midway through the war, although in a

Scottish Local Authorities, Alex served on

reserved occupation, Alex gave up his job and

numerous RIAS Committees. He was always

joined the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve.

recognisable for his distinctive bow ties and

He trained in Canada as a pilot, flying mainly

on less formal occasions, a cravat.

Harvards, the Canadian manufactured
version of the T-6 trainer aircraft.
At the end of hostilities he returned to

Alex designed his own home in Redwell
Place, Alloa - in three levels on a sloping site.
A Past President of Alloa Rotary and a Paul

Scotland to resume his architectural studies

Harris Fellow, Alex’s hobbies included golf,

taking his final exams at Newcastle University,

model railways and sailing. He was also a very

two days after his second son was born. Alex

talented watercolourist.

joined the RIAS and RIBA in 1950. The same

Alex is survived by his wife, Wynn,

year he joined the staff of Clackmannan

daughter, Jane, sons Stuart and John, five

County Architects Department, where he

grandchildren and one great grandson.

would become Chief Schools Architect.
Alex was an enthusiastic member of the
Stirling Society of Architects and part of the
first study group invited to Denmark by the
Danske Architekters Landsforbund in 1950.

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

Obituaries which are read out
at RIAS Council are published
in RIAS Quarterly
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As the building was being designed,
one question kept coming to mind...
...WHO CAN EASE

THE STRESS OF THE
FIRE REGULATION
PROCESS?

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

The Conservation Rooflight®, Week Farm.
The Nicholas Dean Practice.
#thebenefitofexperience

Education
in Top Light

An

With over 30 years’ experience in
designing and specifying rooflights
under his belt, architect Peter King
knows it’s not just about maximising
daylight; it’s optimising daylight
that matters.
Find out more about optimising top light and thermal efficiency.

www.therooflightcompany.co.uk/daylight
or call 01993 833108 to talk to an expert.
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Senior Management

Staff

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Jennifer Bamford
Archive/Secretary’s Office
Assistant p/t

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management
of the Secretary’s and President’s
offices, oversight of communications
and events, administration of PPC
and Council, research, Editor of
RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of RIAS
communications, events and awards.

Joined: February 2017. Key roles
include organising and cataloguing
the RIAS archive, supporting the
Senior Manager of the Secretary’s
Office with day to day tasks, assisting
other departments when required
and Reception/Bookshop duties.

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

Valérie Decker
Communications and Events
Assistant/Festivals Assistant

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration
lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

Karen Stevenson
Director: Policy and Development
karen.stevenson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2017. Required to deliver
a range of policy and outreach
projects to RIAS members, external
stakeholders and the public, including
architecture awards, CPD seminars
and events, alongside production of
the new, annual, month-long, Festival
of Architecture.
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mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Festival of
Architecture co-ordination, event
management, awards co-ordination,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring. Responsible for updates
to the Online Directory.

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t
bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator
edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.
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Staff continued

Consultants and Advisors

Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events.

jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly and the
RIAS website.

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy

Lena Sideri
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: Strategy p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2016. Dealing
with incoming calls, meeting and
greeting, opening and logging mail
for distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of strategy review and producing
new corporate strategy for 20172022.

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

Lily
Office Dog p/t

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t

ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.
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